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MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT SCHEDULE

All Armenian Numismatic Society members receive a 20% discount on all available

publications: Armenian Numismatic Journal \ssues (bound volumes included), Special

Publications, Bedoukian publications, and also our silver medals.

EDITORIAL

Basically, in Series II, the format oi Armenian Numismatic Journal will be very similar to

what it was in Series I. We expect to have some minor differences— having an index in every
volume and running footer information such as the one you see at the bottom of this page.

As of writing this editorial, we are getting ready to set and print the feature article of our next
issue. Additionally, we have been promised two major articles (in preparation) for our future is-

sues. Hopefully, more articles will be received so that we can offer four issues of the Journal full

of interesting and new material. We would like to remind our members and readers that we need
their articles to have our Journal’s pages filled with essays describing new and unpublished Ar-
menian coins.

,
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Those of you who would like to donate auction catalogues to
THE State History Museum of Armenia please pack and sendTHEM TO THE ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY. THE SOCIETY WILL UN-
DERTAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF SHIPPING THEM TO ARMENIA.

ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC JOURNAL is the quarterly publication of Armenian Numismatic Soci-
ety, an educational, non-profit organization. Editor, Y. T. Nercessian, 8511 Beverly Park Place
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1920, USA (e-mail; ArmNumSoc@aol.com). Associate Editors, W. Ge-

Corresponding Editors, L. A. Saryan. Non-member subscriptions US
$50.00 per year. ISsn 0884-0180-LCCN 85-649443
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Letters

SUGGESTION SOLICITATION
A Glendale, California based Armenian mail order book dealer ordered $250 worth books

from the Society. This was in April 2003. When ordered he promised that as soon as receives the

books he would send a check. So far he has not paid his bill in spite of the numerous invoices we
sent him in addition to a veiy nice letter that our President Luther Eskijian wrote him (requesting

to return our books, among other options, has been ignored). I guess we are looking for sugges-

tions about how to collect our money from this man. Any suggestion?

LETTERS AND E=MAILS TO THE EDITOR
Enclosed is a check paying my dues plus $65.00 more as a donation to the Society.

I have subscribed [been a member] to your Journal [Society] for many years and I have learned a great

deal about Armenia and its people. Over the centuries the country has been invaded many times. So life

there must have been disastrous for many.

Over the years you have brought the plight of the Armenians to the forefront which has been a good

thing for us to leam.

Then I have learned a tremendous amount about the coinage of the country. So the Journal has been

an important factor.

Please keep the Journal alive and active, Sincerely,

Thomas P. Rockwell

I am writing to tell you that the book [Bank Notes ofArmenia] is finally here! It is very interesting,

really a great work. I do not know Armenian language, and I have to say that I regret it because I cannot

read the whole book by myself But I have a close friend who is Armenian, so he will help me with that

part. I will surely be writing you again (I hope it does not bother you) about this subject. Have you written

anything (book, article) about the new paper money of Armenia? Thank you very much for your attention.

Marcelo Gryckiewicz

Buenos Aires, Argentina

I have benefited greatly from your book [Armenian Coins and Their Values], and am glad to have this

unexpected opportunity to thank you for it personally. If only all numismatic catalogues were as clear and

helpful! Palmerston, NT, Australia

— ; ... 60
... 53 ,;

,
<rXVl-XVlH

- »' 1972 - - - ;, , , -
.-

III-X( » ,, 15- 18-
<cFrom denarius to dinar. the impact of the Roman golden coinage on the East»

' “Dahekan "-Denar Connection in Armenian Medieval Sources », , -» : . -, , ,
...

Rouben Vardanyan, Yerevan

State History Museum of Armenia
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SELECTED

ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC BIBLIOGRAPHY OF

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PERIODS,

1981 -2000 *

001 ABGARIANS, Mesrop. Armenian Origins and Numismatic Evidence of Proper

Pronunciation of Our Alphabets -,€ Numismatic Jounial, Series I, Vol. XIV (March

1988), No. 1, pp. 2-6, illus. Bilingual in Armenian and English.

002 ABGARIANS, Mesrop. Coins of Foreign Nations Struck on Ar-menian Territory -’ AriUCIliCUl NuifliSfUCltiC

Journal, Series I, Vol. VII (September 1981), No. 3, pp. 22-29, pis. I-IV. Bilingual in Armenian

and English.

003 ABGARIANS, Mesrop. Four Rare Artaxiad Copper Coins -, Numisniatlc Jounial, I, Vol. XVI (September 1990),

No. 3, pp. 23-27, illus. Bilingual in Armenian and English.

004 ALRAM, Michael. Nomina Propria Iranica in Nvmmis. Materialgrundlagen zu den iranis-

chen Personennamen auf antiken Miinzen. Vienna: Osterreichische Akademie der

Wissenschaften, 1986, pp. 66-84, pis. 6-8.

005 AMANDRY, Michel. Armenie; Tresors de VArmenie ancienne. Nantes; Musee Dobree,

Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography of the Armenian National Academy of Sciences,

1996, pp. 214-221, illus. in black and white and color.

006 BANK LEU AG. Auktion 30: Antike Munzen. Zurich: 28 April 1982, front cover, p. 38, pi..

Nos. 200, 201.

007 BATES, Michael L. The Dirham Mint of the Northern Provinces of the Umayyad

Caliphate. Studies in Honor of Dr. Paul Z. Bedoukian, Armenian Numismatic Journal, Series I,

Vol. XV (1989), pp. 89-111, 1 pi. Armenian summary.

008 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Coins of the Artaxiads of Armenia -,, Vol. LXII (January-Murch 1988), Nos. 1-3, pp. 41-46, 64, illus. In Armenian.

009 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. A Hoard of Copper Coins of Tigranes the Great and a Hoard of

Artaxiad Coins -

. Aiigeles: Armenian Numismatic Society, Special

Publication, No. 7, 1991, 30 pp., 2 pis. Bilingual in English and Armenian.

*Annenian Numismatic Bibliography and Literature, by Y. T. Nercessian, is a survey of all Armenian numismatic
publications through 1980 (citation 122).
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Y. T. Nercessian

010 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. A Hoard of Coronation Trams of Oshin, Armenian Numismatic

Journal, Series I, Vol. XXIII (March 1997), No. 1, pp. 3-11, pi. I. Armenian summary.

011 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. A Rare Copper Coin of Baron Roupen II (1175-1187) of Cilician

Armenia, Armenian Numismatic Journal, Seri I, Vol. XVII (December 1991), No. 4, pp. 49-52,

illus. Armenian summary.

012 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. A Silver Hoard of Smpad of Cilician Armenia, Armenian

Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol. XXI (December 1995), No. 4, pp. 59-62, pi. II. Armenian

summary.

013 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. An Unpublished Coin of Tigranes III (20-8 B.C.), Armenian

Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol. XIII (June 1987), No. 2, pp. 12-13, pi. I. Armenian summa-

ry-

014 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Armenian Coin Hoards - .
Angeles: Armenian Numismatic Society, Special Publication, No. 5, 1987, 64 pp., 6 pis.

Bilingual in English and Armenian.

015 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Cilician Armenia and Crusader Antioch, Festschrift 1887-1987,

Handes Amsorya, Vol. Cl (January-December 1987, published in 1989), pp. 815-832, illus.

016 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Coinage of Roupen I (1080-1095), (The First Ruler of Cilician

Armenia), Handes Amsorya, Vol. CV (January-December 1991), pp. 123-126, illus. Armenian

summary.

017 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Coinage of the Armenian Kingdoms of Sophene and Commagene.

American Numismatic Society Museum Notes, Vol. XXVIII (1983), pp. 71-88, pis. 11-12.

018 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Coinage of the Armenian Kingdoms ofSophene and Commagene -

Angeles: Armenian

Numismatic Society, Special Publication, No. 4, 1985, 37 pp., 2 pis. Text bilingual in English

and Armenian, the catalogue and plates in English.

019 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Coinage of the Artaxiads of Armenia - m^. Vienna: Mekhitarist Press, 1983, xii, 52, 36 pp., 8 pis., 1 map.

Text (48 pp.) in Armenian, the catalogue and plates in English.

020 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Half Drams of 0§in and Lewon IV of Cilician Armenia, Revue des

Etudes Armeniennes, New series, Vol. XVIII (1984), pp. 471-475, pi. LXIV.

021 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Minting Technique in Cilician Armenia, Armenian Numismatic

Journal, Series I, Vol. XIX (September 1993), No. 3, pp. 49-57 illus.

022 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Mints and Money, Armenian. Dictionary of the Middle Ages. Editor

Joseph R. Strayer, New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1987, pp. 417-418, illus.

023 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Roman Coins and Medals Relating to Armenia, translated by L. A.

Saryan. Celator, Vol. XII (March 1998), No. 3, pp. 6, 8-10, 12; (April 1998), No. 4, pp. 19-22;

(June 1998), No. 6, pp. 10-12, 14-18; (August 1998), No. 8, pp. 12, 14, 16, 18, illus.

024 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Selected Numismatic Studies [I] - -. Angeles: Armenian Numismatic Society, Special Publication,

No. 1, 1981, xxxvi, 570 pp., illus., 72 pis. Bilingual in English and Armenian.
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Armenian Numismatic Bibliography

025 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Some Curious Coins from Cilician Armenia, Armenian Numismatic

Journal, Series I, Vol. XVI (June 1990), No. 2, pp. 16-19, illus. Armenian summary.

026 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Some Curious One-Sided Coins, Armenian Numismatic Journal,

Series I, Vol. XVII (March 1991), No. 1, pp. 2-4, illus., 1 plate.

027 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Some Unpublished Coins of the Artaxiads of Armenia, Revue des

Etudes Annmiennes, New Series, Vol. XVII (1983), pp. 279-287, pi. II.

028 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. The First King of Cilician Armenia: Levon I or Levon II? Armenian

Studies in Memoriam Haig Berberian. Lisbon: Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, 1986, pp. 63-

66 .

029 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. The Single Lion Coronation Coins of Levon I, Journal of the

Societyfor Armenian Studies, Vol. II (1985-1986), pp. 97-105, 1 pi.

030 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Two Hoards of Levon II Trams, Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. CXLV
(1985), pp. 123-135, pis. 16-19.

031 BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z. Two Unpublished Coins of King Smpad of Cilician Armenia:

Propaganda in the Turbulent Decade 1289-1299, Armenian Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol.

XXI (December 1995), No. 4, pp. 63-68, pi. II. Armenian summary.

032 BOURGEY, Emil. Numismatique Collection N.fadia] K.fapamadjian]: Monnaies
Byzantines, Barbares, Orient Latin, Anneniennes. Paris: 27-29 October 1992.

033 BOUTIN, S. Collection N.fadia] K.fapamadjianJ: Monnaies des empires de Byzance, de
Nicee — de Trebizonde — des royaumes Vandales, Ostrogoths, Lombards, de Chypre — des

Croises — Imitations de monnaies romaines et byzantines par les dijferents peuples barbares,

notamment par les Francs — Monaeis de I’Armenie Artaxiate et de I’Armenie Cilicienne.

Maastricht, Netherlands: A. G. van der Dussen b. v., 1983, 186 pp., LXXIII pis.

034 BROOME, M. and BENDALL, S. A Hoard of Mamluk Silver Dirhams, Numismatic
Circular, Vol. XCVI (December 1988), No. 10, pp. 315-316.

035 CALLATAY, Fran9ois de. Abdissares I’Adiabenien, Iraq, Vol. LVIII (1996), pp. 135-145,

2 pis.

036 CALLATAY, Francois de. L’histoire des guerres mithridatiques vue par les monnaies.
Publications d’histoire de Part et d’archeologie de I’universite Catholique de Louvain XCVIII;
Numismatica Lovaniensia 18. Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium: Departement d’archeologie et d’his-

toire de Part, Seminaire de Numismatique Marcel Hoc, 1997, pp. 215-233, pis. 45-47.

037 CAMINOS, Cristian. Numismatica medieval armenia, Pegasus, Vol. I (December 1996-
February 1997), No. 2, pp. 3-4, illus.

038 CASTEL, Louis. Numismatique orientale; Monnaies d’Annenie. Revigny-Sur-Ornam,
France: 1985, pp. 18-21, illus.

039 CHAUMONT, Marie-Louise. A propos d’une ere d’Artaxata, capitale de la Grande
Armenie, Revue des Etudes Anneniennes, New Series, Vol. XVIII (1984), pp. 397-409, pi. XL,
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Y. T Nercessian

040 CLASSICAL NUMISMATIC GROUP, INC. Auction XXVII: A Mail Bid Auction Sale of

Classical Coins, “A Specialized Collection of Armenian and Related Coinage from Ancient to

Medieval Times.” Quarryville, Pennsylvania: 29 September 1993, pp. 5-25, Nos. 1-234, illus.

041 CLASSICAL NUMISMATIC GROUP, INC. Auction 36: A Public & Mail Bid Auction Sale

of the Classical Numismatic Group; “The ‘Araratian’ Collection of Armenian Coins.” Lancaster,

Pennsylvania: 5-6 December 1995, pp. 51-80, Nos. 529-918, illus.

042 CLASSICAL NUMISMATIC GROUP, INC. Auction 46: A Mail Bid Sale, “The ‘Araratian’

Collection of Armenian Coins: Part II.” Lancaster, Pennsylvania: 24 June 1998, pp. 73-85, Nos.

657-797, illus.

043 CLASSICAL NUMISMATIC GROUP, INC. Triton Auction II [48]. Lancaster,

Pennsylvania: Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Freeman & Sear, Numismatica ARS Classica,

December 1-2, 1998, p. 97, No. 547, illus.

044 CLASSICAL NUMISMATIC GROUP, INC. Auction 51: A Mail Bid Sale, “The ‘Araratian’

Collection of Armenian Coins: Part III.” Lancaster, Pennsylvania: 15 September 1999, pp. 86-

92, Nos. 750-804, illus.

045 CREDIT SUISSE. Auction 4 of Important Ancient & Mediaeval Coins Including an

Annenian & Judaean Collection. Berne: 3 December 1985, pp. 104-131, Nos. 660-854, illus.

046 DEDEYAN, Gerard. Les monnaies d’or Leon II le Magnifique, prince (1187-1198) puis roi

(1198-1219) de I’ Armenie Cilicienne, Club Frangaise de la Medaille, Bulletin, Second Semester

(1984), No. 85, pp. 93, 108-111, illus.

047 DJEMDJEMIAN, Sahak. The Gold Coin of King Gosdantin I -, Armenian Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol. XIX (1993), pp. 73-

75, illus. Bilingual in Armenian and English.

048 DONABEDIAN, A. H. M. Coinage of Artavasdes III of Armenia - -, Haigazlaii Armctiological Rcvicw, Vol. X (1982-1984),

pp. 193-202, 3 pis. In Armenian with English summary.

049 EBEYAN, A. A. Deuxieme empire armenien les Chah-el-Armens, Dynastie des Ayyoubides.

586-658 H. 1190-1259 J. - The Shah-el-Armen of the Ayyoubite Dynasty -^, //. Beirut: Meshag Press, 1981, 128

pp., 25 pis. inclusive. Quadrilingual in Arabic, Armenian, English, and French.

050 ERSLEV, Kristian. Medieval Coins in the Christian J. Thomsen Collection. South Salem,

New York: Attic Books Ltd., 1992, pp. 113-114, Nos. 1476-1501, pis. VI-VII.

051 FOSS, Clive. The Coinage of Tigranes the Great: Problems, Suggestions and a New Find,

Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. 146 (1986), pp. 19-66, pis. 5-7.

052 FOSS, Clive. Tigranes the Younger, SAN, Vol. XVI (May 1986), No. 4, pp. 64-66; Journal

ofArmenian Studies, Vol. V (Winter/Spring 1990-1991), No. 1, pp. 73-78, illus.

053 FRANCE ARMENIE. Collections; Monnaies d’Armenie, (January 1987),

No. 53, p. 12, illus.

054 FREEMAN & SEAR. Fixed Price List 6 (Summer 2001), Los Angeles: July 2001, pp. [14-

15], No. F70, pi, 70.
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Armenian Numismatic Bibliography

055 GARABETIAN, Berj M. A General Catalogue of all Types of Islamic Coins Struck in

Armenia —Armlmyah— which Covers from the Umayyad Dynasty to the Ottoman Period -', Festsclirift 1887-1987, Handes Amsorya, Vol. Cl (January-December

1987, published in 1989), Nos. 1-12, pp. 698-744, illus. In Armenian.

056 GARABETIAN, Berj M. The King Oshin Half Tram of Catholicos Sahak Khapaian -

l/ , FcStSClirift 1887-1987,

Handes Amsorya, Vol. Cl (January-December 1987, published in 1989), Nos. 1-12, pp. 695-697.

In Armenian.

057 GARABETIAN, Berj M. The Mint of the City of Ayas and the Copper Coins of Levon I -

^^ , HandcS AuiSOrya, Yo\.

CII (1988), Nos. 1-12, pp. 221-225, illus. In Armenian.

058 GUEVREKIAN, J. A Half Tram of Levon III, Studies in Honor of Dr. Paul Z. Bedoukian.

Armenian Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol. XV (1989), pp. 73-78, illus. Armenian summary.

059 HAYATIAN, Yervant A. The Royal Coins of Cilician Armenia (1198-1375) -

(1198-1375). hlcr TegliekatUll, NcW ScriCS, Vol. VI

(March April 1999), No. 64, p, 8, illus. In Armenian.

060 HIRSCH, Gerhard. Auction 161: Miinzen und Medaillen Antiken. Munich: Gerhard Hirsch

Nachfolger, 22-24 February 1989, pp. 25, 70-72, No. 341, 1539-1564, pis. 13, 51-52.

061 HIRSCH, Gerhard. Auction 163: Miinzen und Medaillen Antiken. Munich: Gerhard Hirsch

Nachfolger, 27-30 September 1989, pp. 31, 84. Nos. 495-509, 1859-1869, pis. 16-17, 63.

062 HIRSCH, Gerhard. Auction 166: Miinzen und Medaillen Antiken. Munich: Gerhard Hirsch

Nachfolger, 16-19 May 1990, pp. 31-32, 72, 94-99, Nos. 501-533, 1686, 1686a, 2243-2357, pis.

17-18, 83-86.

063 KAPANADZE, D. G. Gold Coin of Tigranes from Alexandropol, Armenian Numismatic

Journal, Vol. XX (December 1994), No. 4, p. 85. Bilingual in English and Russian.

064 KARAPETIAN, M. E. and SARKISSIAN, Henry V. The Dies of a Cilician Armenian Coin

- , Liabcr Hasarakakaii Gitut'yunneri, Vol. XLV
(March 1984), No. 3 (495), pp. 99-101. In Armenian.

065 KARAPETIAN, M. E. and SARKISSIAN, Henry V. The Dies of a Medieval Armenian

Coin - . Haykakail SSH-Uni 1981-1982 t't‘. dask-

tayin hnagitakan ashkhatank'neri ardyunk'nerin nvirvats gitakan nstashrjan, papers read on 21-

23 March 1983. Yerevan: Academy of Sciences of Armenian SSR, Institute of Archaeology and

Ethnography, 1983, pp. 49-50. In Armenian.

066 KARAPETIAN, M. E. and SARKISSIAN, Henry V. The Dies of a Zabel-Hetoum Tram -- , Armenian Nunusmatic Jounial, Series I, Vol. X (September

1984), No. 3, pp. 24-28, pi. II. In Armenian with English summary.
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067 KARAPETIAN, M. E. The Iconography of the Coins of King Hetoum - HKOHO^paHH
Monex itapH XexyMa. Nauchnaia sessim; tezisy doklatov. Yerevan: State History Museum of

Armenia, “Erebouni” Museum of History of Yerevan’s Founding, 1981, pp. 21-23. In Russian.

068 KARAPETIAN. M. E. The Newly Discovered Coins of King Gosdantin I of Cilician

Armenia - ^^‘^^ . HuyClStClIli

hanrapetut'yunum 1989-1990 '. dashdayin hnagitakan ashkhatank'neri ardyunk'nerin nvir-

vats gitakan nstashrjan, papers read in May 1991. Yerevan: Acade-my of Sciences of Armenia

and Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography, 1991, pp. 129-130. In Armenian.

069 KEVORKIAN, Raymond H. Arrnenie entre Orient et Occident; Trois mille ans civilisation.

Paris: Bibliotheque Nationale de France, 1996, pp. 35-37, 133, 135, 136, 138, 176, 184, 187,

229, 244, 245, 248, 249, illus in black and white and color.

070 KHURSHUDIAN, Eduard. A Coin of Mitridat, King of Tosp, Oriental Numismatic Society

Newsletter (Autumn 1998), No. 157, p. 8, illus.

071 KLAPROTH, Edward. The History of Armenian Coinage, Armenian Weekly, Vol. XLVIII

(17 October 1981), No. 15 (2480), pp. 3, 10.

072 KUTCHER, Robert R. Some Discoveries in a Mixed «Hoard» of Medieval Armenian

Silver Pieces, Armenian Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol. XXI (December 1995), No. 4, pp.

69-71, pi. III.

073 LRATU AGHBIWRNER. Discovery of Artaxias II Silver Coin - p., Asbat'eZ, Vol. LXXXVII (Friday, 20 October 1995), No.

10,115, p. 5. In Armenian.

074 MAJEWSKI, Lawrence J. Textile Traces on the Coins of Hetum and Zabel, Numismatic

Chronicle, Vol. 141 (1981), pp. 171-172.

075 MAKSUDIAN, William. Coins Overstruck by Tigranes the Great. Studies in Honor of Dr.

Paul Z. Bedoukian, Armenian Numismatic Journal, Series I, Vol. XV (1989), pp. 51-57, illus., 1

plate. Armenian summary.

076 MARKOV, Dmitry. Auction 7; Mail Bid Auction. Nev^ York: 29-30 September 1999, pp.

21, No. 102, illus.

077 MAT’EVOSIAN, Rafayel I. Armenian Coats of Arms - .
Yerevan: Academy of Sciences of Armenian Republic, 1994, 96 pp., 78 illus. In Armenian.

078 METCALF, D. M. Notes on the Classification of the Trams of Cilician Armenia, c. 1200-

1270, Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. 141 (1981), pp. 166-171, pis. 32-34.

079 METCALF, D. M. The Alloy of the Thirteenth-Centuiy Silver Coinage of Cilician Armenia^ tJ'9'- , BaZHiaVeb, Vol.

CLVII (1999), Nos. 1-4, pp. 80-93, 2 pis. In Armenian with English summary.

080 MOUSHEGHIAN, Anahit. The Earliest Coin Bearing Armenian Letters -, Armenian Niwiismatic JouHial, Series I, Vol. XVII

(March 1991), No. 1, pp. 5-9. In Armenian with English summary.
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081 MOUSHEGHIAN, Anahit; DEPEYROT, Georges. Hellenistic and Roman Armenian

Coinage (1st C. B.C.- 1st C. A.D.) -

(--. 1.--- Wetteren, Belgium: Moneta, No. 15,

1999, 256 pp., 8 pis. Bilingual in English and Armenian.

082 MOUSHEGHIAN, Kh. A. Armenian Gold Coin - , HayreuUcy

Dzayn, Vol. XX (22 February 1984), No. 8 (968), pp. 5-6; NorGyank, Vol. VI (15 March 1984),

No. 12, pp. 6, 31. In Armenian.

083 MOUSHEGHIAN, Kh. A. Bilan compare des decouvertes numismatiques a Ani et a Duin,

Revue des Etudes Armeniennes, New Series, Vol. XVIII ( 1984), pp. 461-469.
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COMMENTS CONCERNING THE
“ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO
ARMENIAN COINSAND THEIR VALUES^’

Y. T. NERCESSIAN

Introduction

In Armenian Numismatic Journal (2004), pp. 83-86, pi. 5, Frank L. Kovacs published a list of

newly discovered Armenian coins, and suggested some changes in attribution of the coinage of

ancient Armenia. No doubt, some of his comments are appropriate; these are most welcomed and

we are very grateful. Some are controversial and there are many others with which we disagree.

For the advancement of numismatics a discussion is necessary. Our readers and membership are

more than welcomed to offer their opinion in this “dialogue.” Below is our response to Kovacs
noted article.

A. Sophene

10-16. Abdissares . Is it not possible that Abdissares could have been king in both areas,

Adiabene and Sophene at different times? We do not have historical sources supporting

his rule exclusively in Adiabene. We have coins from him with two versions of
inscriptions, mostly “King Abdissares” legend and an extremely rare coin with “King
Abdissares Adiabenian” version of inscription. Adiabene was not engraved on the coin

presented in ACV and on Dr. Callatay’s illustration 1.1a. Obviously, space was not a

problem if the engraver wanted to add the word “Adiabene” on illustration 1.1a. But that

is the way the coin was engraved. We just don’t know why; it is possible that it was
struck outside of Adiabene, perhaps in Sophene! The new discovery has Adiabene, to

denote that that coin was struck in Adiabene.

Xerxes. There is ample evidence that Xerxes is the son of Arsames. The word
“Adiabene” does not appear on any of the coins of Xerxes.

B. Armenia

19. There is a fine line between a “forgery” and a “fantasy”. Today’s fantasy piece, in the

hands of an unscrupulous person, can be marketed tomorrow as a genuine piece, trying to

cheat a collector.

26. Tigranes I. This is a controversial subject and it is far from being as simple as it is

presented to be. However, I would like to point out that, Foss in his three-page diseussion
of Tigranes I (N.C. 1986, pp. 48-50), rejected even the existence of Tigranes I, eliminated
Tigranes the Great and Tigranes III as likely candidates for this type of coin, and finally
he assigned it to Tigranes the Younger. In a succeeding article (SAN, May 1986, pp. 64-
66; Journal of Armenian Studies, Winter/Spring 1990-91, pp. 73-78) he diseusses the
same subject in detail and assigns all coppers of Tigranes II with comet tiara to Tigranes
the Younger. Numerous people have written pages and pages on this subject. Repeating
what we have written in the past would not solve any of the problems. Let us hope that

someday the discovery of a hoard with known provenance will resolve this controversy.
As for countermark ARK by Arkathios? We would like to see more explanation.
However, it is a thought-provoking approach.
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29. Tiara is adorned with a star and bull’s horn . On all silver coins of Tigranes, except of

Damascus and comet star, we have eagles. In our opinion, it is an oversimplified version

of an eagle. Examine the Damascus tetradrachm A2-P2a (Nercessian, “Silver Coins of

Tigranes II of Armenia,” ANJ 2000, pi. 7). Recently, Italian and Armenian scientists have

suggested that the volute on “comet coins” of Tigranes the Great might depict Halley’s

comet of 87 B.C. (also see No. 26 above).

44. Quadriga on reverse . First of all, this coin is overstruck. The reverse was probably

overstruck on a Marathus copper portraying the head of Zeus (BMC Phoenicia, p. 125,

No. 37; Nercessian-Saryan, o/s and c/m, undertype R). A comparison with the Maker
example (Auction XXIII, Sept. 23-25, 1982, No. 25) would have been more meaningful.

The tiara peaks are identical, and the style is rather close, but both coins were struck with

different dies.

61-62. See 29 above.

83-90. Aradus mint not Artaxata . Why is it that the letter “A” should be attributed to the mint of

Aradus but not Artaxata? We cannot understand this. The Kovacs justification is far from

being satisfactory. Aradus is not a mint in Armenia proper, it was an island city, in the

Mediterranean Sea, two miles off the coast of Phoenicia. Maybe the mintmasters of

Artaxata learned from the Aradians, using the letter “A” as a mint mark starting with the

same letter. Or maybe die-cutters from Aradus were imported to come and work in

Armenia.

117. Tigranes II coppers with elephant design . This is an overstruck coin. When you are

dealing with o/s pieces, it is difficult to make an exact comparison. Tigranes has coppers

with elephant design, see ACV 1 16; CAA 123 is a better preserved example.

122. Tigranes II coppers with Mt. Argaeus design . This is a controversial coin. Bedoukian

attributed it to Tigranes the Great. In a paper recently read at the 13"’ International

Numismatic Congress, Ruben Vardanyan assigned it to King Sohemus, a contemporary

of Lucius Verus. Let us hope that someday the discovery of a hoard will resolve this

controversy.

123. Artavasdes II tetradrachm legend misspelled . This comment was made previously by

others (ANJ 2002, NL 18), the legend is corrected in our paper on the silver coins of

Artavasdes II.

125-31. Artavasdes II coppers . Some coin designs are so idiosyncratic that you need to see only

their obverse to assign them to their respective ruler. King Artavasdes II coins is one of

them. Artavasdes II on ail of his tetradrachms, drachms, and coppers, has the same erect

and proud profile. This is very hard to miss. The unique features of this coin, no ear flaps,

high neck with ear-rings and three rows of necklaces makes the identification of his coins

extremely easy.

In our humble opinion, when choosing between a design style and “confused” legend, the

preference should be given to the design style first and then to a “confused” legend. In

our opinion, if a die-cutter would have time to engrave a name, most likely he would

have time to engrave a portrait.

According to Dr. Ruben Vardanyan and Mkrtich Zardaryan, the inscription on the newly

discovered copper coin ascribed to Artaxias II is APTAHEPS[..] and not spelled in a

different manner. For the benefit of non-Armenians, in Amienian Artavasdes is written

“Artavazd” and Artaxias is written “Artashes.” It is hard to decide if the spelling
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APTAZA stands for Artavasdes or Artaxias without taking into consideration the obverse

of the coin.

We should let Dr. Ruben Vardanyan, the curator of Erevan Museum, answer this question

in more detail. One of his specialties is the coinage of Artavasdes II. Recently, he has

written a book (now published) on the coinage of Artavasdes II.

133. Coppers in the past assigned to Artaxias II . No doubt, we are very grateful to Mr. Kovaes

for publishing this well-preserved com and removing the shroud of mystery from this

copper piece. By using the process of elimination and with reservation, Bedoukian had

assigned this copper piece to Artaxias II. However, he was not very far off. Even though

Mr. Kovaes modestly made no attribution, we assign it for him to Tigranes III. In one of

our papers (ANJ, 2003, plate 6), we printed this type copper coin next to the silver and
copper coins of Tigranes III, the portrait and obverse design similarity is very striking.

178. Tigranes IV and Erato. We don’t understand why Tigranes IV became Tigranes VI. As
we noted earlier, Aradus was an island eity off the eoast of Phoenicia, and not in Armenia
proper. When Tigranes II the Great lost Mesopotamia, Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine, and all

the lands south of Armenia proper, definitely he lost Aradus. How could any of his

successors strike their coins in Aradus? You cannot argue with history!

In our humble opinion, Bedoukian’s attribution to Tigranes IV and Erato is proper. First,

only the kings of the Artaxiad dynasty of Armenia have a prominent star on their tiaras.

Among the Artaxiad kings, only King Tigranes IV is heavily bearded. In fact the beard is

so conspicuous that even a novice collector can segregate his coins from others. It is true

that we have had a Tigranes VI (A.D. 60-62) on the Armenian throne but this was an
Armenian Arsacid throne and not Artaxiad. King Tiridates I (A.D. 53-59 and 66-75) was
the first monarch and the founder of the Arsaeikd dynasty of Armenia (A.D. 53-428).

186A. Tiridates I . Once again we are grateful to Mr. Kovaes for publishing this newly
discovered coin. The tiara is much different from what have been seen on the eoinage of
the Armenian Artaxiads, no star, no eagles, but vertical lines crisscrossing the tiara and
forming diamond-shaped patterns. However, this coin has a problem. It is extremely
difficult to read the king’s name. The auction house cataloguer assigned it to Tigranes IV
with a question mark. Mr. Kovaes ascribed it to King Tiridates I, the founder of the
Armenian Arsacid dynasty. In trying to read his name, “T 1 1 P A I N H C”, we are
hard pressed how Tiridates ean be transcribed. We don’t want to disagree with Kovac’s
attribution, yet we cannot agree either. However, we agree that it is a new and unique
coin, and definitely not a king of the Artaxiad dynasty of Armenia, based on the
ornamentation of his tiara. The five peaks remind an Armenian tiara. Does the coin
belong to Armenia? It is extremely tempting to assign it to Armenia proper or Armenia
Major. Further research must be done before a final assignment is made!

The reverse of this coin is another puzzle. We can read “E O A T P A”. Assuming that
the first two letters “K A” are not legible, and the engraved name is Cleopatra, are we
sure this is an Armenian queen? In late first century B.C. and early first century A.D. the
feminine name Cleopatra” was very popular. We have Cleopatra as queen of Egypt,
Cleopatra Selene daughter of Ptolemy Physcon and Seleucid queen, Cleopatra daughter
of Mithridates VI Eupator who married Tigranes II and became queen of Armenia. No
doubt there are many others.

Historians have not reeorded the names of all Armenian queens. Only some are recorded
who have important achievements in history. For example, the well-known Queen Erato
(2 B.C.-A.D. 1, 6) of the Artaxiad dynasty. We know Ashkhen, queen of King Tiridates
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III Great (287-330) and the first Christian queen in the world. We do not have any

infomiation on “Queen Cleopatra” other than the queen of Tigranes the Great. Simply,

we do not know who were the queens of Tigranes VI and Tiridates I. Historical sources

mention that King Tiridates I went to Rome with his queen. In Rome he was crowned by

Emperor Nero. He was a proud, young, handsome, and extremely strong man (not an old

man as engraved on the coin). In Rome with one arrow he has killed two bulls. While

being crowned, he refused to remove his sword from the shield, instead, somehow they

have secured his sword so that it cannot be pulled out (according to our history books, he

was not permitted to stand in front of Emperor Nero carrying his sword). However, the

name of his queen was not mentioned by ancient historians. Perhaps modern historians,

knowledgeable with this period of history, can help us on this subject.

186B. Tiridates I . On this coin we can read only “A C T I P”. We have not been persuaded

completely that this coin belongs to King Tiridates I of Armenia. The obverse seems to

display an Annenian tiara. The reverse has the bust of a female. The reverse inscription is

hard to decipher.

C. Commagene
235. Capricom/scoroion design. ACV p. 100, footnote 2, it is noted that RPC has assigned this

coin to Cyprus.

A Final Note:

In the case of Abdissares (10) the coins with and without Adiabene inscription are re-assigned

based on the design of ‘satrapal bonnet’ and given to Adiabene. In case of Xerxes, where no

Adiabene inscription exists, coins are again re-assigned to Adiabene based on the design of

‘satrapal bonnet.’ In other words Mr. Kovacs is giving top priority to the obverse design. In case

of Artavasdes II coppers (125-131), the style of obverse design is completely being ignored, and

based only on inscription irregularities the coins are being re-assigned to Artaxias II. Why these

double standards?

On both coins above, 186A and B, perhaps when Mr. Kovacs forthcoming paper(s) are published,

they will shed more light and include a satisfactory rationale for his attribution. While we are on

this subject, we should add that there have been some new discoveries which were not catalogued

in ACV but not mentioned by Mr. Kovacs; for example, two copper coins given to Artaxias II by

Ruben Vardanyan, ANJ 2001, pp. 89-94.

ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC LITERATURE
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V C GurziiJya ami R Vanianyau

Halley’s comet of 87 BC on the coins of Armenian king Tigranes?

1 :Three coins showing the head of Tigranes in a Uara decorated with a star with an elongated ray on the right-hand side that may represent a comet.

Coins of Armenian king Tigranes

the Great clearly reveal a star with

a rail on the royal tiara which may
be associated with the Halley’s pas-

sage of 87 BC.

Tigranes II the Great (95-55 BC)

had made Armenia one of the most

powerful kingdoms in Western

.Asia, extending from the Caucasus

to the eastern Mediterranean.

Economic needs assodated with the

expansion of the empire resulted in

diverse silver and copper-bronze

coinage. Although the chronologi-

cal and mint problems of these

abundant emissions of Tigranes’s

coins have been dLscussed by schol-

ars, many questions remain.

On many coins, notably the

tctradrachms struck in Antioch in

.Syria, as well as the silver and

bronze coins struck in Artaxata or

Tigranocerta, Tigranes wears a tiara

decorated with a sun/star symbol

between two eagles. On the

fetradrachms and copper-bronze

coins struck in Damascus, the

king's tiara is adorned with a big

sun/srar symbol on the left side

along with an cagic-like symbol to

the right.

On a rare scries of tctradrachms

and drachms and on more numer-

ous copper coins (figure I ) depict-

ing the goddesses Tyche and Nike,

with a cypress tree, palm branch

and tripod on their reverse,

Tigranes’s tiara is decorated with a

single star, which has one of the

righthand-sidc r.iys elongated and

curs’cd, which can Itc interpreted as

a comet (Bedoukian 1978,

Nercessian 2000a and b). Tlie king

also looks younger on these coins.

This latter scries is the most mys-

terious of the Tigranes coins regard-

ing its dating and place of minting,

as well as for the interpretation of

the comet symbol.

All Tigranes’s silver coins (except

for the Damasais series and a large

group of bronze coins) have on

their reverse a goddess sitting on a

rock, wearing a turrcted crown,

holding a palm branch and having

the swimming nude figure of a

river-god at her feet.

Scholars have no doubts that this

represents the bronze statue of the

city goddess Tyche, created by

Eutychidcs, the disciple of Lissipe,

and erected in Antioch at the time

of Scleiicus I (.112-280 BC).

Tigranes conquered this city in

83 BC. This fact is commonly
agreed, as it is based on a passage

from Appian, as well as on the

coins struck until this year in

Antioch by the Sclcucid king

Antiochus X. Hence, the series with

the comet must have been struck

after 83 BC.

Among the astronomical records

of the period corresponding to the

reign of Tigranes is the appearance

of Halley’s comet. According to the

chronicles and modem backwards

orbit computations, Halley passed

the perihelion on 6 August 87 BC,

being discovered in July and was

last seen on 24 August (Kronk

1999). Chinese chronicles of Han
Shu (see Kronk 1999) mention also

a comet in 84 BC and three astro-

nomical events in 69 BC~- "a

sparkling star" seen during 27

January - 24 February 69 BC
(probably a nova), a guest star

observed on 22 July, and another

guest star discovered on 20 August

and last seen on 27 August.

Another sparkling star is noted in

61 BC.

If the image on Tigrancs’s tiara is

a comet, and it has to be attributed

to a specific comet, then the

ap|Haraiice of Halley within his

reign has to be the most significant

event. If so, this is another case

when astronomical events can also

be useful for historical problems

(Gaschc cl a!. 1998, Guraadyan

2000 ).

In addition, this would be a far

earlier record of Halley in Armenia

than was previously knowm from

chronicles (Gurzadyan 1988a, b)

and also one of the earliest known

images of Halley’s comet.

V G Gurzadyan. Vereiim Physics

hislitute, Armetua. and Uiiiersily “Iji

Sapiens! ", Rome, Italy

(girzadya&aa.il); R Vardanyan,

History Museum, Yereran, Armenia.

We thank Philippe Amram for

information and Aram Gurzadyan for

processing the images.
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Letters

LETTIERS AND ]E=MA][LS TO THE lEDITOR
I want to thank you for sending the last two volumes of Armenian Numismatic Journal and Selected

Numismatic Studies, II of Paul Z. Bedoukian. 1 have fonvarded the two medals to our curator, Mr. Robert
Hoge and I am sure he will soon acknowledge their receipt. The next issue of our “ANS Magazine” will

appear, I believe, in December or January. I will be sure to include coverage of “Selected Numismatic
Studies, ir in my contribution. I remember Paul's visits to the Society very well. He was a fine person.

Francis D. Campbell, Librarian

American Numismatic Society

Thank you very much for your recent thoughtful gift of materials to the American Numismatic Society
Library and Museum. It is thoroughly appreciated, particularly inasmuch as Paul Z. Bedoukian was such a
great friend of the ANS. Has the gift been presented by you, personally, or is it from the Armenian Nu-
mismatic Society as a group? We will be happy to write a review of this acquisition, which gives us an-
other welcome opportunity to honor the memory of our friend. Dr. Slolyarik, our Collections Manager, will

be handling the formalities of paper work regarding the two beautiful medals, but meanwhile, I wanted to

ask you if there is any more information available in connection with the issue, such as 1) the occasion
when the presentation was made to Mr. Bedoukian. 2) the mint. 3) the artist. 4) the number of medals
strack. 5) anything else pertinent that might occur to you.

Robert W. Hoge, Curator of American Coins and Currency

American Numismatic Society

We have received the copies of the Armenian Numismatic Journal and the copy of Paul Be-doukian’s
Selected Numismatic Studies, II as well as the two silver medals.

Thank you very much for sending this material to us. We appreciate your keeping us up to date with
these publications.

Please let us know if we can be of help with your numismatic research. Again, thank you for sending
this donation.

Nancy W. Green, Librarian

American Numismatic Association

I would like to thank you very much, both on behalf of Council and also personally, for the three

books, very well packed, which have arrived safe and sound and are now being accessioned. It is most
kind of you to present them (and to autograph them also).

Tony Holmes, Librarian

Royal and British Numismatic Societies

Publish the original paper as is. Timothy Glovola

Thank you for your letter. I consider it an honor to be consulted regarding your new book.
Let me opine first on your choice.

For the long tenu benefit of collectors and Armenian numismatic studies in general, your second op-
tion of upgrading data to reflect around 1000 coins, changing your text as required, and adding more coins
as they come along is the proper course of action. A complete cataloguing of material existing to date is

easy to use, more agreeable, and rewarding. Otherwise it may become cumbersome and less pleasant to

use. A book is a turning point, having it attached to a previous study will just make it heavier. Let the arti-

cle remain in the Journal; I think in time many scholars, numismatic organizations and sellers, as well as

collectors will much prefer to cite and refer to a book which seems to have the final say in a coherent man-
ner in the particular field of study.

Second, why not include the silver coins of all Artaxiad kings? Does that dissipate the force of your
study?

Finally, I would like to help you in whatever capacity you may wish me to for the publication of your
book. If you have success in finding help from other interested acquaintances, fine; if not, you can always
count on my complete and benevolent help.

Vatsche Barsoumian

(Letters continued on page 52)
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AN ENIGMATIC ROUPENIAN ARMENIAN

RENAISSANCE ‘STYLE’ PORTRAIT OF THE

LATE TWELFTH CENTURY

^ Michael Dennis O’HARA
Plates 1-6

PREFACE

The first draft of this report was circulated some years ago in an attempt to ascertain if there

were any other examples of this coin issue either hidden in collections or known to other scholars^

Paul Bedoukian (now sadly no longer with us) was kind enough to inform the writer that he had

one example in silver, one in copper, and foil impressions of two other copper specimens (these

from the John Slocum collection). Shraga Qedar in Israel was also kind enough to send photo-

graphs of one example in copper found in Acre in 1965. The two lead pieces have been commu-

nicated through the kindness of Susan Tyler-Smith (now Mrs. Phillips), and Mr. J. D. Scaik re-

spectively.

The possibility of the copper examples (the main topic of this report) being simple forgeries

would seem highly unlikely, given the question of the newly identified ‘compass’ line (this im-

portant characteristic first noticed by Professor Metcalf - see discussion below) only visible on

the copper examples, and which is also discernable on the obverses of the Roupenian baionial

coins; but not, apparently, on the coinage of the Roupenian kingdom. This fact, alone would seem

to be strong, if not conclusive, evidence for acceptance of the copper examples as authentic. Ad-

ditionally, the extraordinary historical and numismatic interest which will undoubtedly be gener-

ated by an issue such as this would suggest that it could hardly be profitable for a forger if one

considers the close scrutiny pieces of such potential importance for mediaeval Armenian numis-

matic history would be bound to invite. The depth of research required to fabricate this issue,

shown by the extraordinary numismatic detail (see discussion below) would simply not seem to

be commercially feasible. As for the two lead examples, their acceptance, at this stage, must be

considered uncertain. This applies equally to the silver specimen which has not been examined by

the writer.

There are, at present, five examples in copper known to the writer, but one may surmise that

there could be other specimens extant if the silver and lead pieces have been reproduced from the

copper coins. The Question of patterns is discussed below and was a comparatively common

practice at certain periods in Byzantine coinage. Dr. Bedoukian has stated that his silver and cop-

per and the two Slocum coppers are all from the same dies. It is difficult, however, to detemiine

with certainty whether the two lead productions and the Qedar and O’Hara coppers are also from

these dies.

Preliminary extensive (or wide) publication would now seem to be the best way forward in

the hope that further comment (critical or otherwise) may be forthcoming. There have been no

additional examples or information communicated to the writer during the period between the

limited initial circulation of the early (1988) draft and the present (2004). The decision to com-

plete and properly publish the report, recently became particularly apparent to the writer on going

through the old correspondence file and noting the comments of such eminent medievalists as

Michael Metcalf, Peter Woodhead and Paul Bedoukian, using words like ‘remarkable’, ‘highest

interest’, ‘Gordian Knot’, The various observations (critical comment etc.) of these, and other

dealers, collectors and scholars, have been included in an appendix.
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DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION

Baronial Period 1080-1 196

Interim or Pre-Coronation Period 1 196-1 198

Royal Period 1198-1375

Levon: as Prince (or Baron) Levon II (1 187-1199); as King Levon I (1 1 997-1 2 18).

Copper tank, T<—
, 5.77 gm., ca. 1 197

Obverse; TL£I It
(,
?)l /V/l >

profile head right wearing a cap with three tasselled points; outer edge of flan blank (in the man-

ner of the Byzantine gold of the period), traces of ‘compass’ line.

Reverse: +J<KtjCIL k3( ? )T1I

lion walking right with upraised tail and forked tongue, double barred cross above, six pointed

star in field left and right; inscription within double circle of pellets, outer edge of flan blank.

This printed transliteration of the inscriptions cannot be considered precise, given the writer’s

somewhat limited technical ability with his computer, but hopefully the enlarged illustrations may
go some way towards remedying this.

Diameter of the flan: 28-29 mm, diameter of the die: 23 mm. Preservation: very fine, weak in

parts, slightly double struck. Illustrated as figure A.

There are eight examples known to the writer, all from the same dies, five struck in copper,

one ‘struck’ in silver, and two produced in lead. Two of the coppers were in the John Slocum
(now sadly deceased) collection, one copper and the silver are in the Paul Bedoukian collection

(figures F i-iv, photographs taken from aluminium foil impressions); one copper is in the posses-

sion of Shraga Qedar in Israel (figure G), said to have been found in Acre in 1965); and the fifth

copper is in the O’Hara collection (figure A). The two lead ‘impressions’ are in the possession of

Susan Tyler-Smith and J. D. Scaik respectively (figures H 1 and 2). One of the lead pieces ap-

pears to be double struck on the reverse. The lead specimens may have been struck on cast

blanks. The die axis on the one lead striking it has been possible to examine (that of Miss Susan

Tyler-Smith, figure H 1, 13.148 gm, 28-31 mm) is two hundred and seventy degrees (t<), the

same as the copper in the O’Hara collection and the examples in the possession of Dr. Bedoukian.

The Shraga Qedar copper, however, has a die axis of three hundred degrees (tN) and suggests

therefore that the dies were not fixed together. The coin is also slightly larger in diameter, ca. 32

mm and consequently most of the ‘compass’ line is visible (see below).

The inscription printed above is a composite reconstructed from a photographic study of all

the various examples. The surviving examples are all badly struck (in the manner of the Rou-

penian baronial period). The second bar of the V on the obverse is missing on one specimen (fig-

ure F, iv) but clearly visible on others. This suggests that the die has been altered at one stage.

The letters appear to have been built up with the aid of punches rather than having been fully en-

graved. A common practice in Anglo-Saxon coinage and very noticeable on the reverse dies for

Byzantine gold solid! of Heraclius and Constans II. David Sellwood’s various experiments on

Anglo Saxon coins has shown that the coins were struck first on oversized flans and cut out af-

terwards to exact dimensions.
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Roupenian Armenian Renaissance ‘Style ’ Portrait

Dr. Bedoukian has observed in private correspondence that his two coins along with the alu-

minium foil impressions of the two in the Slocum collection have been reposing in a box marked

‘impossible ones’ (for his other remarks see appendix below). The Shraga Qedar coin has been

kept amongst his ‘forgeries’ since 1965. (See below, the section headed ‘the question of authen-

ticity’.)

The legends, although not complete on my one coin, appear to represent one or other of the

many readings for; ‘Levon king of all the Armenians’; and the reverse: ‘struck in the city of (in

this case) Tarsus’. Although the lettering is weak in parts and cannot be said to be easily deci-

pherable, it is self evident that it may be interpreted more plausibly as a reading for Tarsus than

Sis. The final letters (I) UTU nl (the AR apparently partly ligatured). Seems quite close to:

SUrUnt {), and could allow no confusion with the letters for the word Sis {). (See

appendix for the comments of Viken Havandjian.) Also the letters for the first part of Levon (LE -

) and the first letter Sh for the word ‘struck’ (ShINEAL -) seem quite clear. The last

letter on the obverse ‘>’ would seem to represent < for H (the first letter of the word Hayotz-

Armenian -). What is not clear is whether Levon is styled king or prince or some other

title ‘of the Armenians’.

Obverse (complete form): ' LEVON TAKAVOR AMENAYN HAYOTz E

Levon is king of all the Armenians

Reverse (complete form): ShINEAL I KAGhAKN I SIS (or DARSON)
{or)

Struck in the city of Sis (or Tarsus)

The treatment of the border, with the legend within two pelleted circles, particularly on the

obverse, is markedly similar to that on the baronial coinage of Levon as Prince Levon II (1187-

1 196).^ The border of Roupenian silver is pelleted, but on the copper with the Sis mint name the

border is linear.^ It is also interesting to note that the flan (29 mm) appears to be too large for the

die (23 mm), but this diameter was not accidental, as the traces of the circular ‘compass’ line

demonstrates (cf. below and footnote 35). The size of the die, however, is in keeping with those

used for Levon’s baronial coinage (22 to 24 mm).'*

It has been observed that the copper coins of mediaeval Armenia are usually badly struck, in-

tended for internal trade and, therefore, did not require the same care in execution as the silver

which was used for international trade and payment of indemnities.’ The best thing that could be

' The complete ‘correct’ form has not yet been found in its entirety on any single coin (cf MAC, p. 12, reprinted

from the Revue des Etudes Armeniennes, New Series, Vol. VIII (1971)). There are of course many variants of the Sis

inscriptions, e. g., < (as on figure A) rather than the more usual . The form is given in one of Bedoukian’s line

drawings for the first letter of ‘struck’ (cf MAC, p. 21).

^ This raises the question of where some of the later baronial coinage might have been struck. In particular the baro-

nial issue of Levon II (1 187-1 196) (figure C). Bedoukian remarks that Toros II (1 100-1 123) “apparently reorganized

the mint (probably in the fortress capital of Sis)’’, cf MAC, p. 8. Figure C = SKA 4 (1986), 692, previously in the

O’Hara eol lection, present whereabouts unknown.
^ The two billon denier issues, one with the mint name SIS, struek for use in Antioeh, also display a pelleted border,

ef Bedoukian, ‘A Unique Billon ofLevon I’, VC(1967), pp. 187-197, pl. XIV, 1-4.

‘ The diameter of other baronial issues varies between 18-21 mm, with the later issues of Levon tending to be larger

at around 22-24 mm.
’ P. Z. Bedoukian, CCA (revised ed. 1979), p. 88 (originally published as ANS NNM 147, 1962). This view of the in-

ternal use of copper is noted in an observation made by Professor Grierson, “the whole tradition of the Near East was
that bronze scarcely counted as money; its circulation was quite local’’ - and goes on to say (in the same paragraph),

that it did not carry with it the political implications that were attached to the striking of gold and silver. ‘Kiurike I or

Kiurike II of Lori-Annenia?’ ANSMN X (1962), pp. 107-1 12, cf p. 111. Helen Mitchell Brown has observed that “it is
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The close affinity between the extremely rare coronation issue with the reverse type of ‘single

lion’ righi^' (the double tram series depict a single lion left) and the copper tank published here

(single lion right) with a mint reading for Tarsus would seem to confirm Bedoukian’s suggestion

that two mints were in operation at this time. It is certainly more than likely that as ‘the great

coronation ceremony’ took place in Tarsus, and it is known that two distinctly different types of

coronation trams were struck to commemorate the occasion, one scarce and one extremely rare,

that at least one issue, presumably the rare type, would have been struck in the city where this

important event occurred. It would also seem plausible that the ‘single lion’ double trams and
their smaller fractions were also struck in Tarsus, and the scarce (but more common) ‘two lion’

coronation issue struck in 1196 at the newly opened mint at Sis - the mint which, from this point

on, is thought to have provided, in considerable quantities, the main coinage for the kingdom until

1375.

One could assume that the copper tank issue published here, as the king appears to be un-

crowned, was struck in Tarsus before the actual coronation. The reverse presumably served as the

prototype for the rare ‘single lion’ right coronation trams and therefore could plausibly be dated

to just before this issue (ca. 1 197) in the interim period when Levon was considered to be king

but before his formal coronation. There is also clearly a strong connection between this new class

of tank struck in Tarns and the traditional (and plentiful) stylized ‘lion head’ copper tank (illus-

trated as figure B)” struck in Sis and which formed the main copper coinage for Levon 1. The Sis

tank coinage has come down to us in very large numbers. The writer can remember sifting

through in Adana (Southern Turkey) many years ago various groups, some comprising several

thousand pieces, of Levon’s copper coinage. The Tarsus coin may have served as a form of proto-

type for both the obverse and reverse of the Sis copper coinage, with the stars and double barred

cross (in the more usual form of a patriarchal cross) being retained, and the single lion omitted, in

order to be in keeping with the new ‘two lion’ silver tram coinage.
,

The formula for the reverse legend: ‘struck in the city of Sis’, which is known from its first

appearance on the Sis tank coinage could also have been derived from the Tarsus coin. Frederick

Barbarossa’s well known gold angustale of ca. 1231 is a rare and isolated example of portraiture

which can certainly be said to have been ahead of its time and clearly foreshadowed the art of the

Renaissance. This coin depicts a profile bust in high relief after the ‘Roman’ or antique style. The
subject of this report, although of less ‘artistic’ workmanship, is clearly in the ‘Renaissance’

style. One could say that the concept is highly original and well before its time, but that a certain

amount of technical or practical skill was lacking! The hair is represented in the ‘long hanging’

manner more usual on profile busts by the third decade of the fourteenth century, but the long
hanging distinctive ‘mane like’ hair, in the particular style of Figure A, only seems to be a com-
mon feature in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century (see figure J 4). This may be more
easily observed by glancing through the pages of J. Porteous’ excellent survey Coins in history.

Jacob^'* has discussed at some length the question of whether the portrait on the Sis coins

represents the head of a lion or the head of the king. Bedoukian has used the expression; “the leo-

Ibid., p. 18, No. 14; and CCA, Nos. 76a-81. It is interesting to note that a few scarce variants of the double tram se-

ries (SKA 1985, No. 700) and the rare single lion coronation series (SKA 1985, no. 709 - three tufts) depict the lion

with a forked tail a touch which may possibly have been inspired by the forked tongue on the Tarsus tank issue. Also
the shape of the lion s head on the reverse of the Tarsus tank issue (profile and without mane), quite different from the

facing head with mane on the silver ‘single lion’ series, is very similar to that eventually adopted on the later ‘two lion

rampant regardant’ type.

'' CCA, p. 9.

” The coin illustrated as figure B is in the Pavlou collection and is included here by kind permission of Mr. Pavlou.
” Jacob, p. 6.
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nine head of the king bearded and crowned”.^’ The ‘Renaissance portrait’ on the Tarsus coin

could perhaps be considered vaguely lion-like with the ‘mane’ of hair at the back of the king’s

head, and this coupled with the play on the king’s name, could well have created the inspiration

for the ‘leonine’ or stylized version (a crowned head of a lion three-quarter right) which then be-

came the standard obverse copper type from the mint of Sis for the rest of the reign (see figure B).

The discovery of the Tarsus issue, which may well be an attempt to display a characterized like-

ness, certainly demonstrates that the Sis ‘leonine’ head is clearly a heraldic or conventional repre-

sentation of the head of a lion. The types generally on the Roupenian Armenian coinage are

highly original, and this historically important issue is no exception. It is interesting to compare

the levels of artistic development and originally exhibited by other contemporary coinages (for

example the short cross pennies of King John of England (1199-1216), superior to certain other

coinages, but hardly inspiring or original). The parallel with later fourteenth or fifteenth century

Renaissance portraits is striking (cf figures J 1 and 2). The style, of course, is crude, the ear not

quite in the right place and the workmanship generally is of a much lower artistic standard than

that which one usually associates with Renaissance coinage. The representation of the king’s head

in this style wearing a princely or ducal medieval cap must also be considered original for this

early period. The headgear does not seem to represent a crown, but more reminiscent of the type

of cap seen on portraits of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. A similar cap, in one case with

one central tassel and in another with three points, is shown worn by a figure in a drawing of ca.

1270^* (see figures J 2 and 3), and for comparison, figure 4. It is hard to escape the conclusion

that this portrait (figure A) does appear to represent a serious attempt at a characterized likeness

of King Levon I. The rather heavy or square lower jaw and jutting lip tends to bring to mind the

famous ‘Habsburg lip’. This feature combined with the ‘mane like’ hair style clearly gives Levon

a somewhat ‘leonine’ appearance.

It would seem as if a serious attempt was made to initiate a new large module^’ copper coin-

age, but with the same sized dies as those used for the baronial coinage, with, compared to the

earlier baronial issues, perhaps more meaningful inscriptions and types - more in keeping with the

new royal dignity!

In view of the fact that only eight examples to date have been noted, in three different metals,

and all from the same dies (see below, ‘the question of authenticity’), and bearing in mind that

there are many examples of patterns having being struck in various metals in the Byzantine series,

it may be, therefore, that the coins should be regarded as patterns for a coinage which for some
reason was never issued, but which served nevertheless as the inspiration or prototype for the

very large coinage on the heavier weight standard of Sis which followed.^® The fact that one

Bedoukian, ANSMN 16 (1970), p. 92. See the remarks made by Viken Havandjian in his introduction to the impor-

tant collection of Armenian coins auctioned in 1985 by SKA (4) in the USA (p. 1 1 1), “the lions depicted by Levon
have human faces and wear crowns” (this refers to the silver trams).

“ Bodleian Library, MS Asmole 399, f33r, illustrated in M. W. Evans, Medieval Drawings (1969), p. 31, pi. 64. De-
tail from ‘The onset of a fatal illness: a pictorial case history’. There is a fresco in the church at Waltensburg, Vuorz in

Switzerland, dated to 1330 which depicts a figure wearing the same type of tasselled cap as that shown on the Bodleian
drawing. This important group of frescoes were first uncovered in 1930 and were, in 1988, in the able care of the pas-

tor, Ulrich Caflisch (CH-7014 Trin). An example of a sofi cap, for a later period, may be seen in the portrait of John
Wycliff, the fourteenth century reformer, illustrated in the Larousse Encyclopedia ofAncient and Medieval History, p.

360. (figure J 1).

The diameter of this issue 28-29 mm (a similar size to that of the Sis lion head coinage) was presumably inspired

by the Byzantine anonymous folles which varied between 27 and 33 mm, but with most examples at around 28-29 mm.
The engraver seems to have left himself no room for the rear legs of the lion. This incompetence with the reverse

might lead one to suppose that possibility a crown was intended rather a cap - much like the facing archaic Greek eye
on a profile bust, that is to say a crown shown with a frontal view which does not work with a profile head. Perhaps
these could be two reasons why, if the coins are patterns, the types were not .subsequently adopted for production.
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specimen is known in silver and two in lead” would seem to strongly support the suggestion that

these coins were trial pieces or patterns. A very similar reverse type was in fact used on one of the

silver coronation issues. It is not uncommon for the same dies to have been used for striking coins

in different metals. One may note the Roupenian gold’ struck with silver tram dies, and the two
well known Saxon gold pennies; Edward the Elder (889-924),^' found on the road to Rome (near

Lausanne) struck by the moneyer Deonwald with the same dies used for striking silver pennies;

and that of Aethelred II (978-1016).^^ There is also the extremely interesting phenomena of the

‘lead pennies’.” These are ‘official* strikings in lead from silver penny dies of types from Edward
the Confessor (1042-1066) to Stephen (1135-1154), and now with a recent (1988) unpublished
find” to Henry I (1100-1135). There are also many Byzantine silver hexagrams struck with
solidus dies. The late twelfth century in lesser Armenia, particularly the time around the corona-
tion with the establishment of a kingdom and the greater economic needs for commercial ex-

change, is likely to have been an experimental one for coinage. The change over from the old

style irregular baronial issues to a larger more substantive coinage is evidence of this. It is per-

haps rather surprising that more patterns or trial pieces have not come down to us.

It has been-drawn, to my attention by Michael Metcalf, that the obverse of this new copper
tank exhibits traces of a thin circular line, seen particularly clearly at 0, 120, 190 and 230 degrees
(see figure A enlargements). This suggests that a form of ‘compass’ was used to mark out a circle

on the copper sheet before cutting out the blanks for striking. This same ‘thin hair line compass
marking’ may also be seen on the obverses of all examples of the extremely rare baronial coinage
examined by the writer (see figures C, D, E 1 and E 2).” It is interesting to note that these com-

Levon’s Nephew Raymond-Roupen was born in 1 197 or 1198, an important event as it was considered that he would
rule both Armenia, and Antioch (cf. Bedoukian, ‘A Unique Billon of Levon , NC, 1967, pp. 187-197). It is too fanci-

ful to suggest that there may have been a special issue to commemorate this occasion especially as it would have been
overshadowed by the coronation. Runciman, 111, p. 99, states that Raymond (of Antioch) died early in 1 197 leaving an
infant son, Raymond-Roupain, who was sent with his mother to Armenia at about the time of Levon’s coronation.

Reference is made by Sutherland, p. 25, note 3, to a lead trial piece (or mint weight) bearing the stamp of a die of
Alfred’s second group coinage. Cf. Dolley and Blunt, Anglo-Saxon Coins (1961), ‘The Chronology of the Coins of
Alfred the Great 871-899’, pp. 77-94, p. 81.

The writer can remember discarding, many years ago, a striking in lead of a tank of Hetoum 1 as a simple forgery,
despite the fact that copper tanks of Hetoum 1 were available on the market for literally pence, and the cost of produc-
ing the lead striking would have been greater than the cost of the copper. With the advent of the lead strikings of the
issue under consideration here, there are two additional possibilities: one; that the Hetoum coin was an example of a
pattern which was accepted and went into production; and two; bearing in mind the newly discovered lead half tetartera

of Alexius I (1081-1 1 18), which indicates that lead had a part to play in the structure of the coinage of the region (Gri-

erson, Byzantine Coins, pp. 227-228), it is feasible that lead coins could also have been used for short experimental
periods in the Roupenian Armenian coinage.

” Boase has even stated “Levon celebrated his coronation by issuing golden coinage’’ (!), p. 22.

Sutherland, p. 29 and pi. 15, 146. Cf Also Blunt, BNJ, XXV (1945-8).

”/., pi. 20 and 22,210.
” There is an article in press (1989) by Marion Archibald which discusses this interesting and little known series.

Over sixty examples have been catalogued with many die duplicates among them.
” This has been struck with the dies for the extremely rare ‘double inscription’ type 11. The mint reading is

hllMTV(N)E for HAMTVNE (Northampton or Southampton). It has been struck either on a smaller lead flan or was
cut down later for some purpose.

It is of course quite easy to see the thin ‘compass’ lines on the outer edges on the obverse of this new ‘Tarsus’ coin
as the dies were smaller than the blank, and therefore no impression (of the type) was made on the outer parts of the

flan. Whereas, on the baronial coinage, the die was usually of a similar size to the blank and therefore an impression
was made over the whole face of the coin. However, notwithstanding this, traces of the ‘compass line are still clearly

discernible, to a greater or lesser extent, without the aid of a microscope, on all three baronial coins examined by the

writer (cf. figures C, D and E). The rarity of the baronial coinage is reflected in the fact that there are no examples ei-

ther in the Ashmolean Museum or in the British Museum, and it is therefore difficult to make a more thorough or com-
prehensive survey.
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pass lines (at least on the limited number of coins examined), usually seem to occur on the ob-

verse. The only exceptions are the Shraga Qedar example of this newly identified issue where the

‘compass’ lines occur on the reverse, and one of the baronial coins examined (Gosdantin I figure

D, where traces of the line are discemable on both sides of the coin. It is as if the blanks were cut

out and stacked upright or immediately placed between the dies. No doubt, however, the odd

blank would have fallen to the ground and no doubt after publication of this report when it is

known what to look for baronial coins will eventually turn up with the eompass lines on the re-

verse. Most of the baronial eoinage is fairly irregular in shape - some a little more so than others.

For example, a copper of Toros II (I I44-II68) illustrated in SKA 4 (1985), 690, whieh is hex-

agonal in shape with six simple cuts of the shears instead of any attempt to follow the ‘compass’

circle. It would seem, at least in the baronial period and up to this new interim issue of ca.

1 197(?), that the copper blanks were cut out from sheets or strips of metal using shears. The cop-

per tanks of Sis, being of heavier weight standard, although of the same module, would have been

too thick to cut out in the same manner, and therefore, presumably more sophisticated methods

would have had to be used - possibly casting the blanks in round moulds before striking.

It is observed in the Bury edition ofCM//**® (but not repeated or remarked upon in the later

Hussey edition)” that Levon chose a new seat for his government, removing it from Tarsus to Sis.

It would eertainly seem to be demonstrated by this new coin of Levon, that Tarsus was originally

meant to be the capital, and confirms its importance, at least during the early history of the state.

As the Bury edition puts it: “Tarsus and Sis (were) eaeh in time the capital of the Armenian
state’’.^* A glance through a few of the modem works would seem to indicate that there is some
question as to where and when the coronation of Levon took plaee. The Bury edition of CMIP'^
clearly states that “Levon was consecrated in the cathedral in Sis on the feast of the Epiphany in

1198’’, but with a footnote'"’ that “some historians say Tarsus’’. Bedoukian, however, gives the

location as Tarsus in 1199 (in his early work) or 1 198 (in his later work). The view that the coro-

nation took place in tarsus is also taken in the Hussey edition of CMW' - “Leo was solemnly
crowned at Tarsus’’. The location of the eoronation is assumed by Runciman in his History of the
Crusades^^ to have been Sis. The date is given as 1198. In more reeent works on the Crusades,
including Boase''^ the coronation is firmly placed at Tarsus, on January the 6"’, 1 198 in the Cathe-
dral of Saint Sophia.

One obvious reason for moving the capital to Sis would be the geographical features of
Cilicia, the plains rich and fertile but very difficult to defend, the mountains eovered with forests

and full of defiles (cf. map 3). On removing the seat of government to Sis, presumably after the

coronation, it would then seem quite logical to open a new or second mint. It may be appropriate
at this point to quote an observation made by Professor Grierson'''' referring to the RM on the rare
silver Byzantine Papal series ofeoins’*® - “the RM was introduced to distinguish the Rome prod-

Vol. 4 (Bury ed., 1 923), p. 1 72, 30
” CMH, Vol. 4 (Hussey ed., 1966).

CMH (Bury ed. 1923), p. 168.

Ibid., p. 172.

*Ubid., No. l,p. 172.

“ CA/// (Hussey ed.), p. 632.
” 1954 ed., Vol. Ill, p. 90. Where although the location is not precisely stated, it is implied that it took place in Sis.

Conrad came with the Papal legate to Sis and was present at a great coronation ceremony”.
Boase, p. 1 9; and J. S. C. Riley-Smith, Templars and Teutonic Knights in Cilician Armenia, pp. 92- 1 1 7, p. 111. Cf

also K. M. Setton ed., A History ofthe Crusades, II. p. 648, note 23.
"
P. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks and the Whittemore Collections II (19681

p. 1,20.
’ ^

M. D. O’Hara, ‘A Find of Byzantine Silver from the Mint of Rome for the Period A. D. 640-750’ SNR Vol 64
(1985), pp. 105-140.
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ucts from those of Ravenna which as the only silver mint in Italy had not previously found the use
of any identification necessary and which did not adopt one in the future”. The lion head copper
coinage of Sis clearly display the name of the mint, and this would suggest that there was a need
to identify or separate the products of Sis, the assumption being that coins with no mint mark
were known to have been struck at Tarsus. As it has been suggested elsewhere that the copper
was for internal use and the silver for foreign trade^ the location of the two mints, one near the sea
(producing silver), the other in the mountains (producing copper), may seem appropriate (cf.

maps 1 and 2). It is interesting to note that the first coins to bear a mint name other than that of
Sis is a rare issue of Levon II (1270-1289), Ayas (near the sea).'** This during a period often de-
scribed as a decline in the fortunes of the Eastern Christian principalities. The first coins noted
with the mint name Tarsus appear to be those of Gosdantin III (1344-1363).'’’ The Mamluks in-

vaded Cilicia and sacked several important cities including Tarsus. Bedoukian states that they
(the Mamluks) were unable to capture Sis where the mint was located."® In short, notwithstanding
the observations made above regarding the ‘two lion’ issue of coronation trams, there certainly

seems not only every likelihood that the ‘single lion’ coinage was struck at Tarsus, but a real pos-
sibility that, additionally, all silver coinage without a mint mark, up to circa 1270, was also struck
at Tarsus.

Greater Armenia was completely Eastern in aspect, coming as it did into contact with race af-

ter race from the East, but the civilization of Lesser or Roupenian Amienia was Western oriented
rather than Eastern. Although its political interests were divided between Europe and Asia, its

history was overshadowed by that of the crusades (cf map 3)'*’ and it became, in effect, a Euro-
pean state built on feudal lines seeking agreement with the Church of Rome.’ Under Levon the
Great and his son in law Hetoum I (1226-1269), ‘‘Armenia reached the summit of power and
prosperity, it became a kingdom and played a decisive role in world politics and international

commerce. All this largely due to the administrative genius, military prowess, diplomatic skills

and above all the grandiose vision of these few monarchs”.'' The history of Cilician Armenia so
closely linked, as it is with the crusading states is of considerable interest, but unfortunately is not
very well documented. In fact the history of the Cilician kingdom of Lesser Armenia still awaits a
definitive treatment.” In these circumstances, the coinage, an important primary source in its own
right, takes on an even greater importance and significance. For example, apart from the eco-
nomic and geographical implications of the coin issue under consideration here, the unusual Ren-

Y. T. Nercessian, ‘Levon II Trams Struck in Ayas’, ANJ A (1978), pp. 81-90. ACV, Nos. 377 and 378, CCA p 382
and MAC, p. 55.

" Y. T. Nercessian, ‘Two Silver Coins of Gosdantin III of Cilician Armenia’, AJN 7-8 (1995-1996), pp. 155-160,
where two coins are published, one inscribed ‘struck in the city of Sis’ and the other ‘struck in the city of Tarsus’ which
share an obverse die. These important coins for understanding mint procedure in Roupenian Armenia were not pub-
lished when the writer was preparing this paper.

"'A//1C. p. 31.

” The early history of Roupenian Armenia was of course overshadowed by the rather more well known and romanti-
cized exploits of Saladin (Nasir Salah al Din Yusef, 1169-1193, the Kurdish founder of the Ayyubid dynasty which
replaced the Fatimids of Egypt) and Richard Coeur de Lion (Richard 1 Plantagent of England, 1189-1199), and on the
other hand by the well publicized, and ofien savage, activities of the Mongol ruler Temujin (better known as Ghingiz
Khan, 1175-127). (Cf map 3 showing the situation ca. AD 1100.) Although Levon had joined Richard of England in

person on his conquest of Cyprus, it doesn’t seem to have been enough to have gained him a mention in the histoiy
books used in the English school system! (Boase, p. 18).

CM/ (Hussey ed. 1966), p. 632
” Ibid., p. 631.

” Boase, p. v.
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aissance style portrait would seem to support the idea of a court of some considerable sophistica-
tion and learning.”

THE QUESTION OF AUTHENTICITY

With so startling (or as one scholar has observed ‘stunning’) an obverse portrait (the reverse
type, see discussion above, appears to fit precisely for the period of the coronation), the question
of outright forgery, tooling and duplicity automatically raises its head, especially when five ex-
amples in copper, one in silver and two in lead are known. One of the coppers and one of the lead
strikings are double struck but are certainly not tooled. One might have expected a forger to have
produced a somewhat better job! - especially in respect to the letters of the mint name. The coins,
in common with some of the baronial issues, certainly have a ‘barbarous’ look, particularly in the
formation of the inscription. This, it has been suggested, is due to a foreign engraver (Greek,
Latin, or Arab Moslem) who perhaps had an insufficient knowledge of the Armenian language
(the use of the letter E in Levon for example). The usual standard issue copper tanks of Levon for
the mint of Sis are extremely common and are usually worth less than the price of copper on the
commodity market! - or, if in really good condition, a little more. As Bedoukian” has put it “sur-
prisingly few instances of forgeries of Roupenian coins have been reported in the past. The lack
of information about these coins, coupled with a limited demand, would undoubtedly have made
forgeries financially unattractive”.

The com illustrated as figure A was ‘lost’ among some four thousand lots in an Austrian sale
surrounded by modern eighteenth century coins of Turkestan, Ragusa, Rumania, and Russia, de-
^ribed there under “Armenian” as “unbestimmte kupf ermfinze, prageschwache” (uncertain
bronze, double struck), and consequently was acquired by the writer for little more than the nor-
mal price for an Armenian copper.

Although there are some casts of Armenian copper coins known, in view of the low market
value of genuine coins, there would certainly seem to be no profit or incentive for a forger to
spend time and money in making dies or using a method of pressure casting - a quite expensive
process. There would undoubtedly be considerably more profit in forging common late Roman
copper which could then be sold (above copper value) in some quantity. This would be more
profitab e than producing a die, the products of which display such characteristics as would im-
mediately mark them of considerable interest to anybody with a knowledge of Armenian numis-ma ICS, and consequently subject to close scrutiny and public discussion, with the consequence

hifhp? h
presumably at the expectation of a price somewhat

g than that realized by the Rauch sale specimen (figure A). Also, as one may see from the

^Zd know! h"
a highly specialized and detailed back-

g d knowledge of the period to produce coins which in so many details fit precisely the transi-

sman rehiimi
Roupenian coinages. A great deal of work for a very

II return. Bearing this in mind, the degree of knowledge shown could surely then have ex-en e to an awareness of how the Armenian letter E was formed. “The problem of ‘authenticity’,

^ f reputation as a seat of learning and philosophy. Cf. W Smith Diction-

^
Geography (1857), p. 1106. Not a great deal seems to be known about Sis but

small Turkih town) Ts’^ral'T thTfoof

met. A .suitable place for thTc^iL" o7a^"ew'kf
''7 7"'

repon^meant^ g^nil ^
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(to borrow an observation from Messrs. Bland, Burnett and Bendall in a recent article)” is one
that need not be directly addressed since the best demonstration of the (coin’s) authenticity is

from the discussion (of it)”. When, however, a new and important group of coins or an issue of
such historical significance is discovered it is usual and understandable that the question of au-

thenticity should be fully examined.

There is one highly interesting and very significant aspect (first noticed by Professor Metcalf)

of the copper coins of this small group, and this is the presence of a thin circular ‘compass’ line,

which is also visible on the extremely rare Roupenian baronial coppers. This compelling evidence
would seem to suggest, that although spectacular, both in historical and geographical terms, this

new group of coins (certainly the copper examples, even if there is a certain amount of uncer-

tainty with the lead and silver sinkings), are in every likelihood the products (patterns or trial

pieces) of the Roupenian Armenian period.

APPENDIX

Considerable interest has been shown by other scholars and it would seem convenient to include

some of their observations and arguments here, especially where they differ from those of the

writer.

PAUL BEDOUKIAN

(i) : The fact that all the coins were struck with the same pair of dies suggests that they were a

single (exceptional) issue and not the product of a particular mint.

(ii) : He sees no reason at all to attribute these coins to the Roupenian period. Their style, fabric

and appearance is so different that there is little doubt in his mind that the answer must be
sought elsewhere. “The few examples of Roupenian coppers with uncertain pseudo-
Armenian inscriptions (Bedoukian corpus Nos.; 2246-2249) are typically Roupenian with

obverse, king on horseback and reverse, walking lion”.

(iii) : “The die position is fixed on four of the coins whereas they are irregular on all other Rou-
penian coins”.

MICHAEL O’HARA

The first point

(i) : is in keeping with the suggestions that the coins are trial pieces or patterns. On the second
point,

(ii) : the reverse type of lion with double barred cross, with its close parallel with the coronation

silver issue, is typical of the early Roupenian period. However, Dr. Bedoukian was un-

aware of the existence of the ‘compass’ line when his comments were communicated to

me. On the third point,

(iii) : as the Shraga Qedar example does not have the same die axis this demonstrates that the

dies were, in fact, irregular (not fixed), as is usual on Roupenian coins.

VIKEN HAVANDJIAN

(i) : The n 1 for the last letters for Darson could conceivably represent an inverted U for Sis.

(ii) : The possibility should not be excluded that the coins could be later in date, 14“’ century,

and possibly even engraved by a Renaissance hand.

”
‘The Mints of Pescennius Niger in the Light of Some New Aurei’, AC (1987), p. 65.
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(iii) : There is no doubt there these coins are the work of a foreign (non-Armenian) engraver,

who seems to have had as models coins of the kingdom rather than those of the baronial pe-

riod. If these coins were a transitional issue, the design, especially that of the reverse,

should be superior to the baronial coinage, whereas it is inferior to the coinage of Levon as

prince.

(iv) : The word for Tarsus would usually be abbreviated to the first three letters and not the last

three, and cannot recall Tarsus appearing in full on the coinage.

(v) : Although the hair in pellets on the profile head are reminiscent of the Sis tanks he does not

believe that the profile head degenerated into the leonine head.

MICHAEL O’HARA

Point one

(i) : is certainly possible. On point two,

(ii) : although the coins at first glance appear to have a 14"’ century look to them, the workman-
ship is that of the late 12" or early 13" century. There is an agreement in part on point iii

(the employment of foreign engravers, but a transitional coinage would not necessarily be
of better workmanship than that which preceded it). The movement of dies (see note 47); a
shortage of skilled (or Armenian speaking) skilled engravers; death (in dangerous times);
the circumstances appertaining at the time. In fact there are many reasons why the skilled

engraver of the knight riding left issue’ of Prince Levon II may no longer have been avail-

able for employment. Point v. The Sis tank ‘leonine’ head was certainly an original heraldic
representation of a lion’s head, probably inspired by the name (Leo) and or the lion like ap-
pearance of Levon, as we may deduce from the portrait on the coins under discussion. On
point iv, abbreviations could be of any combination of letters - the first and last two letters

for example. The full reading, however, later obtained with the help of the foil impressions
of Dr. Bedoukian and the Shraga Qedar specimen was not available to Viken Havandjian
when he contributed his observations.

Viken Havandjian is from an old numismatic family of whom Paul Bedoukian has observed
(in CCA, p. xa) ‘have contributed significantly to the advancement of our knowledge of the
coinage ofCilician Armenia”.

MICHAEL METCALF
(i) : The first reaction was that the mane-like hair was a ‘left over’ feature from the normal

tanks, and that he would therefore be inclined to see this issue post-dating rather than pre-
dating them, since this is by no means an obvious way to show a king’s hairstyle in the 12"
century,

(ii) . The row of dots (pearls) at the bottom edge of the cap which are reminiscent of the normal
tanks, but curious in the present design.

(iii) . The face has at first sight a 14" or 1
5" century look to it.

MICHAEL O’HARA

Michael Metcalf: first noticed the ‘compass’ line, but was unaware at the time (1986) that
this ‘compass’ line also appears on the baronial coins. This is, of course, highly significant.
The fact that this ‘compass’ line is also a feature of the baronial coins would seem to be
strong, if not irrefutable, evidence for at least the authenticity of the copper examples.
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PETER WOODHEAD
Peter Woodhead is in general agreement that (on the early draft circulated) the discussion as far

as he could judge appeared sensible. Mr. Woodhead, who has published widely on mediaeval in-

cluding Roupenian) numismatics also contributed various observations on the date of the corona-

tion and an important reference overlooked by the writer. He has observed that the coinage is of
the highest interest and a remarkable Armenian discovery.

ABBREVIATIONS USED

An excellent bibliography (to 1979) on Roupenian Armenia may be consulted in Bedoukian,

CCA, pp. xi and xxiii. See also Y. T. Nercessian, Armenian Numismatic Bibliography and Litera-

ture {\9M).

ACV
AJN
ANJ
ANS NNM
BNJ
Boase

CCA
CMH
Jacob

MAC
NC
Runciman

SKA
SNR
Sutherland

Y. T. Nercessian, Coins and Their Values (1995)

American Journal ofNumismatics

Armenian Numismatic Journal

American Numismatic Society Numismatic Notes and Monographs
British Numismatic Journal

T. S. R. Boase, The Cilician Kingdom ofArmenia (1978)

P. Z. Bedoukian, Coinage of Cilician Armenia (revised ed. 1979)

Cambridge Medieval History

K. A. Jacob, ‘The Coins of Cilician Armenia’

P. Z. Bedoukian, Medieval Armenian Coins (Paris, 1971)

Numismatic Chronicle

S. Runciman, The History ofthe Crusades, 3 volumes (1951-1954)

Swiss Credit Bank, Bern

Swiss Numismatic Review

C. H. V. Sutherland, English Coinage (1973)

Note

No doubt after initial publication, this new extraordinary ‘Tanis’ issue of coins will be sub-

jected to close scrutiny by Armenian and other scholars of the period and hopefully a more pre-

cise transliteration and interpretation of the inscription may be arrived at. As Dr. Bedoukian has

put it: “I would like to see the publication of an article on this coin (issue), it could result in bring-

ing to light other specimens which might help in reading the legend fully. The article should

probably be in the nature of a query”. This preliminary report has probably gone a little further

than Dr. Bedoukian had in mind, but going into some detail may be more useful in encouraging

others to put forward their opinions, critical or otherwise. Any correspondence or requests for

photographs may be addressed to the writer, c/o the editor of this Journal.

”On the preservation of certain historical sites in Cilician Amienia; an area now administered by an applicant for the

EU. Although ‘neglect’, at best, has been the rule since the turn of the last century. This ‘neglect’ has been particularly

aggravated in the last few decades and nearly all Byzantine and other Christian sites, if not destroyed, have been al-

lowed to fall into disrepair. The concept of conservation is entirely foreign to the present day custodians of these histo-

ryically important sites. One needs only bring to mind the recent deliberate destruction of the several massive seventh

century Buddha statues (in Baniyan, Afghanistan) by pious Moslems (with mines, high explosive and artillery fire)

under the supervision of the minister of culture, to understand the importance in which historical sites and artifacts are

held in some ‘cultures’. This lack of care with historical artifacts of other cultures is also amply demonstrated by the

so-called ‘looting’ of the Baghdad Museum. Daniel Cruikshank in an excellent television documentaries has shown
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conclusively that although the museum storage areas looked ransacked, tliat this was, in fact, the usual method of stor-
age.

58
It IS difficult to determine whether the coins which the writer has labelled (figures D and E) should be assigned to

Roupen I (1080-95) or Gosdantin I (1095-1 100). A similar difficulty occurs with the coinage of the Byzantine Emperor
Constantine V with the representation and inscription of his deceased father Leo III frequently on one side. The best
survey (in effect the basis of a corpus) for this difficult period is NercessiaiTs ‘Coinage of the Barony of Cilician Amie-
nia

,
ANJ 2001, pp. 33-55. This difficulty of attribution is refiected in the fact that there are no coins attributed to Gos-

dantin in ACF(1995). On refiection, however, the coin illustrated as figure E is probably better assigned to Roupen I
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Map 1

(Maps 1 and 3 are based respectively on the CM// detail of map 51 and Muirs Historical Atlas {\969), 18.13)

• Mint cities: Tarsus Sis (2)

• Main population centers

Other population centers during the Roman period

1 Tarus 2 Sis (Sisium) 3 Mamistra (Mopsuestia) 4 Adana
5 Ayas (Aegas) 6 Anazerbus (Anazarbus) 7 Gorgos (Korikos, Corycus) 8 Antioch

9 Lamapron 10 Portella 11 Partzerpert 12 Vahka
13 Hadjin 14 Tarbus 15 Gaban 16 Zeitun

17 Marash 18 Till-Hamdoun 19 Hromgla 20 Baghras

21 Aintab 22 Seleucia

Province of Cilicia in Roman times

Roupenian Armenia, ca. 1 196

Approximate location of previous shoreline
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The names and the towns and cities designated with • on map 2 may be found in A Classical Map ofAsia Minor
published by the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara (1958). There were of course many other towns populated
in Lesser Armenia in the late twelfth century, but their names and locations are not always certain, therefore only the
main inland towns and the more important ports involved in the spice trade are marked. There were many towns and
areas still under Byzantine control in the early and mid twelfth centuiy with either a Byzantine governor or an Arme-
nian lord as vassal of the Byzantine emperor. There is a very useful brief historical survey in CCA, pp. 3-24.
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KEY TO PLATES AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Plate Fisure Description , Comments and Data

1 The writer in Eastern Anatolia (near Syria) contemplating one of the few remaining

Roupenian Armenian castles still in relatively reasonable shape^^^^

A 1 Levon copper (the subject of this paper), actual size, 28.29 mm, 5.77 gm
O’Hara coll., Ex-Rauch (1988), 2339

A2 Enlargement of obverse and reverse ofA 1

2 A 3i, ii, iii Various sections of the obverse of figure A showing details of the ‘compass’ line

3 B The standard copper tank issue of Levon I as king, actual size

C 1 Levon I as Prince Levon 11 (1187-96), (ex-O’Hara coll.)'^’, actual size

C2 Detail of figure C 1 showing ‘compass’ marking

D 1 Baronial copper 18-19 mm (Gosdantin^^*\ 1095-99) (ex-O’Hara coll.)<'’\ actual size

D li Detail (reverse) of figure D 1 showing ‘compass’ marking
D2i Detail (reverse) of figure D 1 showing ‘compass’ marking

4 D2ii Detail (obverse ) of figure D 1

D 2iii Detail as figure D 2ii

E li Baronial copper 17-19 mm, Roupen 1080-1100 (ex-Havandjian coll.)^'’’

E2ii Detail of figure E 1 showing ‘compass’ marking
E3 Another example (Roupen 1)*^*\ actual size

E3i Detail showing ‘compass’ line

E3ii Detail showing ‘compass’ line

5 F I, ii, iii, ivThe following four photographs (fig. F i to iv) were taken from foil impressions

by Dr. Bedoukian. Three from copper coins and one from a striking in silver.

The striking in silver is illustrated as fig. i. Dr. Bedoukian informs me that it

weighs 4.21 gm with a specific gravity of 10.1 which indicates a high silver

content of more than 90%. (See E. R. Caley, ‘Estimates of Composition of An-
cient Metal Objects: Utility of Specific Gravity Measurements’, /l/za/y/'/ca/

Chemistf)), XXIV (1952), p. 676. Two of the copper coins are from the John
Slocum (now sadly deceased) coll., the remaining copper and silver are in the

coll, of P. Bedoukian (also now sadly lost to the numismatic world since this

paper was first prepared).

Shraga Qedar coll., copper (obverse and reverse), 6.61 gm, 32 mm,
The flan is slightly larger in diameter than the O’Hara example and conse-

quently most of the ‘compass’ line (on the reverse in this instance) is visible.

Enlargement ofG 1, (reverse) showing ‘compass’ line

A ‘striking’ in lead in the possession of Susan Tyler-Smith, 31 mm, 13.148 gm, t<-
A second ‘striking’ in lead in the possession of J. D. Scaik

Detail from a portrait of John Wycliff

Detail from a thirteenth century drawing, one central tassel on cap,

(Bodleian Library, Oxford)^^®^

Another, similar to the previous (figure J 2), but no central tassel

Detail from a silver Cavolloto of Ludovico II, Marquis de Saluzzo (1474-1504)
Detail showing ‘portrait’ and cap

K 1 and 2 Enlarged obverse of two silver bilingual trams struck by Hetoum 1 in alliance with

the sultans of Konya first Kaikobad and then Kaikhusrew, between 1228 and 1245

G 1

G2
H 1

H2
6 J 1

J2

J3

J4
A

The illustrations are not actual size. The dimensions, are indicated where appropriate, in the main body of
the discussion. To facilitate identification of the ‘compass marking’ on baronial coins, it would probably be
helpful to observe initially how it appears on the detail of figures A to G.
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The writer in eastern Anatolia (near Syria) contemplating one of the few
remaining Roupenian Armenian castles still in relatively reasonable shape*^’’

Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vol. 1 (2005) Plate 1
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A3i

A3ii

A 3iii

Plate 2 Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vol. 1 (2005)
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D2i
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HI lead H2 lead
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J 3

J 4 silver

A copper

K 1 silver K 2 silver

Plate 6 Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vol. 1 (2005)
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CIVIC COINS OF
ARTAXATA

In 1912, with an astonishing coinci-

dence, both the world-renowned French

numismatist Babelon^ and Austrian nu-

mismatist Prof, von Renner^ described

two different copper-coins struck in the

city of Artaxata.

Both of them offered line drawings

since the coins were worn out. Also, here

we present the picture of the coin which
Babelon described; it is preserved in the

Paris Museum.
On the obverse of the coin which

Babelon described, there is the head of

Tyche turned right, wearing a turreted

tiara. A border of dots surrounds the coin.

On the reverse is seen Victory, walking
left, holding a wreath with outstreched

right hand, and in left hand holding a

palm-branch extending towards her
shoulder. She is wearing a long robe ex-

tending to her feet. The counterclockwise

Greek inscription reads,

602 a,b: APTA21CATKON MHTPOnO-
AEWC
Meaning, “To capital city of Artaxata.”

Diameter 26 millimeters. Weight 14.62

grams.

The letters IB are in the left field and
0Z in the right field, and a monogram.

E. Babelon, “Artaxisata,” Melanges Numismatiques (Paris, 1912), pp. 293-303.
M. V. von Renner, “Eine bisher unbekannte griechische Miinzstatte in Armenien,” Mitteilungen der

Oesterreichischen Gesellschaft fiir Miinzen- and Medaillenkunde
, Vol. VIII (Vienna, February 1912), No. 2

pp. 37-39.
’ ’
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Babelon has an extensive essay on this

coin, first taking into consideration that,

generally, Artashat (in Armenian) is

mentioned with ARTAXATA name and
not as ARTAXISATA; but Strabo® writes

that Artashat also was called the city of

Artaxias (Artashes in Armenian) or

ARTAXIASATA, and the inscription on

the coin is the conjugated form of this.

Both Babelon and von Renner mention
those historical events that, because of

wars lasting two hundred years, con-

verted Armenia into a Roman province.

In A.D. 114, in reality, Trajan was the

first to convert Armenia to a province.

Perhaps at that date Artaxata became the

capital of Armenia province, and a new
dating era started for Armenia.

The letters IB (12) seen in the field, ac-

cording to Babelon, indicate the 12th

month, and 0H (69), sixty-ninth year.

With this calculation, we get the date
69+1 14=183 for this coin.

The fabric of the coin, its style, etc., cor-

respond to eastern Roman coins of this

period. It should be taken into considera-

tion that, in 1863, a Roman coat of arms
(Vexillatio) belonging to the Roman
Apolinarian legion was found near Va-

gharshapat. This legion served during

the time of Commodus in 185.'* It seems
that during this period Artaxata was a

military center. In spite of this evidence,

it is not possible to say for certain
whether or not ARTAXISATA and
ARTAXATA are the same cities.

The coin that von Renner describes is a

little smaller and has a different picture

on the reverse. This suggests that mint-

ing had been quite regular in Armenia;

however, because of various circum-

stances, these coins have not yet surfaced.

On the obverse, again, we see the head
of Tyche turned right, wearing a turreted

tiara. The second side is completely

different: an ear of grain with two leaves.

® Strabo, XI, 14, 6.

* L. Renier, Journal Asiatique, Vol. XXIII (Paris, 1869), 103.
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'} NB -
^

603 . A PTA

H

I C ATI 0) N
MHTPOnOAECOC .—

20 7-45

the left side of the field are he letters

NB and on the right side, 0Z. On the

right, an oval-shaped monogram or seal

is seen.

603 a. Inscription, counterclockwise

APTAEICATICON MHTPOnOAECOC
Diameter 20 millimeters. Weight 7.45

grams.

^ NB -- IBb \
Babelon presumes that NB should be

read IB, meaning the 12th month.*

,^ Paul Z. Bedoukian

ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC LITERATURE

9 ASBAREZ. 2006 World Cup coin. Asbarez, Vol. 96 (Thursday, 2 September 2004), No.

12294, p. 7, illus

The Central Bank of Armenia released on 1 September 2004, a 100-dram silver commemoratve coin to

observe the 2006 World Cup of Soccer games to be held in Germany. YTN^ ^^/ ^^-- 1\] 2004—^15/

100 ^ * 2006— ,^
10 IBNS. Update: Armenia, and Nagorno Karabagh. Inside IBNS, No. 2/2004, pp. [19 and 23],

illus.

A 500 ruble Armenian bond of 1993 is illustrated. Karabagh’s 2-dram note is illustrated and 10-dram note

is listed. YTN^ 1993-yj - 500 2

. 10

11 NOR GYANK. Nor hushadram [New Commemorative Coin]- . Nor Gyank,

Vol. XXVI (9 September 2004), No. 39, p. 39. In Armenian.

See abstract of 9.

*

{, 1971 ), -, (177-102 -fi b h, 191-194 .

Translated by Y. T. Nercessian. For the Original Armenian publication see, Roman Coins and
Medallions Relating to Armenia (Vienna, 1971), “Chapter IX, Commodus (A.D. 177-192),” pp. 191-194.
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BANK NOTE REPORTER. Armenia Releases 5,000 and 10,000 Drams. Bank Note

Reporter, Vol. 32 (October 2004), No. 10, p. 70, illus.

The 5,000 dram note is light and dark brown on a green multicolor underprint on the face; the design fea-

tures the portrait of Armenian poet Hovhannes Toumanian. On the back is the landscape of the Lory region.

The 10,000 dram note is light and dark purple and features the portrait of writer Avedik Isahakian. The back

features a view of Gyumri. Both notes have security features and watermarks. YTN
5,000 .^ ^.^ 10,000 ^^

13

ISTOMIN, Mikhail. A Review of Replacement Notes of the Former USSR Countries, by

Mikhail Istomin. Inside IBNS, No. 2/2004, p. [13], illus.

Bank notes P.33-P.42, P.44-P.46, P.48 are catlogued and 500 dram note is illustrated. YTN^ P.33-P.42, P.44-P.46, P.48 500 .
14

OWEN, Elizabeth. Tempers Flare Over the Issue of Mountainous Karabagh ‘Souvenir’

Currency. Asbarez, Vol. 96 (Friday, 10 September 2004), No. 12,299, p. 10, illus.

Karabagh’s political situation is discussed, 2-dram and 10-dram bank notes are described. YTN^ ' 2 10

15

VARDANYAN, Ruben E. M.T‘. 1-4 t‘.t‘. 5nt‘adzk‘um Hayastanum t'ogharkuats pghin-tdze

k‘aghak‘ayin dramneri masin [On Civic Copper Coins Issued in Armenia during A.D. 1-4] -

-- 1-4 - , ^^,' . Haiides Auisorya, Vol. CXVII (January-December 2003),

Nos. 1-12, pp. 143-164, 1 pi. and 1 map inclusive. In Armenian.

An historical background is given and the civic coins of the city of Artaxata are discussed. The author clas-

sifies the coins into three basic groups. Aa). Head of Tyche right/Nike walking left and field letters. Ab).

Smaller size, but ear of com on the reverse. Ca). Same as group A but on the reverse there are different field

letters and a monogram characteristic to the city of Artaxata. Cb). Medium size, ear of corn on the reverse,

and the same field letters and the monogram. Ba). Head of Tyche right (similar to groups A and C)/laurel

wreath and different field letters and a different monogram. Bb). Bust of a Nike right/a palm branch and dif-

ferent field letters an a monogram. On group B the legend attributing the coin to Artaxata is missing; how-

ever, on group Bb the monogram is a variant of the one typical to Artaxata civic coins. Vardanyan interprets

the field letters as dates ranging from A.D. 1-4. YTN-
/),^ /^

{) . ) ,
^).\ ,)^- p)•( ^^^/ -

)- () /
fi -

-- 1-4:
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LETTERS AND E=MAILS TO THE EDITOR
11 2004 - -; , 23-;- 2004-4 ;

18-; , ,;
A5Q-P30a; 1998 -

,, ;; Callatay-/? D38-R18-/7

“Athenes, MN, exposee”: ,
(MN — Musee National); -;'; ,; 47-,, --

Hoard 9—P , ( -, «» , '
(History Museum of Armenia) 17373 (= YN 2000, a33-pl, p. 80,

PI. 10) -, 1955 -, - ,;
Hoard 11 — -, -

;
Hoard 12 - Depeyrot-Mousheghian, 47- -'

17728 (= YN a21-p8, p. 78), /1 Z//7/;g , -, , .;
Depeyrot-Mousheghian, 82-;

Hoard 12 — 17426 (= YN a38-pl, p. 80, PL 10), ,, 1956 -, . 1957 .-.; ,;
'

Electrum (Studies in Ancient History, edited by Edward Dabrowa). Jagiellonian
University Press, Krakow, Vol. 7 (2003)-p ' The Roman Near East and
Armenia, ed. by Dabrowa.- ' Nouveaux regards sur la numismatique
de FArmenie ancienne, pp. 111-130.

V. G. Gurzadyan & R. Vardanyan, Halley’s comet of 87 BC on the coins ofArmenian king
Tigranes? Ash onoJTzy & Geophysics, Vol. 45, issue 4 (2004), p. 4.06: Royal
Astronomical Society, UK( );, ,
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:: - :',', - : Oinunil

10: ,:, : «» ,« »: ,,: 1
: , -,: ,:, 1,, .,

:
A56-P28c-/t - - :
Hoard 12- , (,, -

): DM-Z; . Hoard 12-
Hoard 16-/; , , ,

;
Hoard 12- ()- Hoard 15:,, ,

, :
. 1/1. 1/ ^1 :

R. Vardanyan, Curator and Manger
Numismatics Section

History Museum of Armenia

(Letters continuedfrom page 28)
Yerevan

Editor’s Note: Dear Mr. Barsoumian, Thank you very kindly for your e-mai! and your suggestion to in-

clude all the silver coins of the Artaxiad dynasty of Armenia in my future book. Additionally, thank you
for the suggestion to frequently upgrade my data to include all the silver coins or to publish as late as pos-
sible.

I have a feeling that you did not have time to read ANJ 2004-4 page 108 regarding the advantages and
disadvantages of options 1, 2, and 3. However, I have to think very seriously what you wrote for both sug-
gestions.

I hope that you will find the time to upgrade 1113; information on your Tigranes silver coin holdings.

YTN

You are right, I had not read page 108 of ANJ 2004-4. Thanks for the exhaustive explanation and the
detailed listing of pros and cons. I still think that option two should be taken into consideration, plus the

addition of all Artaxiad silvers (i.e. the combination of options 2 and 3), even if the total number of plates

will be 52 (48 Tigranes II + 4 Artaxiad kings); the richer, the better.

I do not think that budgetary worries should impede the scope and ascent of such an important and
worthy opus. If one can imagine an even more luxurious presentation of the material (very much like the

color albums of many other areas of Armenian exonumia or artifacts) one should attempt doing it.

Vatsche Barsoumian
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“METROLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF LEVON I DOUBLE TRAMS”
Recently some double trams of Levon I (1 196-1219) of Cilician Armenia have surfaced. These coins

have two strange characteristics: a strange inscription and abnormally high weight (6-7 grams — about one
gram above normal). Based on the overall appearance, the coins do not look counterfeit but suspicious.

The late Dr. Paul Z Bedoukian (SNS I, pp. 279-297), and Dr. D. M. Metcalf {Spink Num. Circ., 1974,

pp. 186-188, 235-237) composed essays on Levon I double trams. In Bedoukian’s paper there were no data

on the weights and metrological information. Metcalf recorded the weights of 44 double trams but no leg-

ends. Coinage of Cilician Armenia, only 1 1 silver double trams (out of 98) have their weights recorded.

We do not recall an extensive analysis of double tram weights and metrological data in any other Armenian
numismatic work.

It would be a very useful project to prepare an article and present as many double trams as possible
where the metrological data (weight-diameter-die axis orientation) and inscriptions can be catalogued.
However, the assistance of the Armenian Numismatic Society membership would be extremely helpful in

completing the project with the success necessary such that the data can be used by scholars and collectors.
Information needed for each double tram: weight, diameter, die axis orientation, and a good photograph.
Silver content is optional (below is our procedure). With your cooperation I hope that I can catalogue a
minimum of 200 silver double trams. Y. T. Nercessian

• Weight—We place the coin on a digital scale (or analog scale) and measure the weight to 1/100 gram
reading. Need help? e-mail, ArmNumSoc@aol.com

• Diameter—We place the coin in a plastic circle template hole, and with a plastic ruler measure the
largest diameter in millimeters.

• Die axis orientation—We align the obverse of the coin such that the king’s head is pointing 12h
(o’clock). Rotate the coin on vertical axis 180 degrees. Now we are looking at the reverse and the
king’s head is on the other side and still pointing 12h. The cross on lion’s back will be pointing in the
direction of the die axis orientation alignment.

• Silver content—We follow the procedure outlined in our paper, “Specific Gravity of Levon III Tak-
vorins,’’ Armenian Numismatic Studies (Los Angeles, 2000), pp. 390-398; reprinted from Armenian
Numismatic Journal, Vol. XXI (1995), No. 3, pp. 41-45. Or you can reference Ohaus Specific Gravity
Handbook (Florham Park, NJ, 1975). For this test analog scale is required.

LETTERS AND E=MAILS TO TME EDITOR
With great interest I expect your book: the Silver Coinage ofthe Artaxiad Dynasty ofArmenia so soon

as possible please! Perhaps I have an example for it. (In a private collection in Berlin exist 7 tetradrachms
of Tigranes II, some beautiful bronze-coin from him and other rulers: Arsames, Abdisares and “Bedoukian
(1978), plate 6/128 with the double portrait and the mountains on the reverse. One of these tetradrachms
could be interesting for you, because P. Bedoukian (1978): my only information! — doesn’t know this year
from the rare BAZIAEQE BAZIAEQN” type: 0A possibly the last one: 39 equivalent to 56 B.C.! Diame-

ter 27-28 mm, wt. 16.07g. If you need more information, a better photograph as one [enclosed], please let

W. E., Berlin

I am glad to tell you that Armenian Coins and Their Values reached me today. On behalf of the Coun-
cil and the Society, I would like to thank you very much for presenting this, and the other books, to our
library, where they will be much appreciated by our members. Tony Holmes, Librarian

Royal and British Numismatic Societies

ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC JOURNAL is the quarterly publication of Armenian Numismatic Soci-
ety, an educational, non-profit organization. Editor, Y. T. Nercessian, 8511 Beverly Park Place,
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1920, USA (e-mail: ArmNumSoc(^ol.com). Associate Editors, W. Ge-
wenian and T. Nercessian, Corresponding Editors, L. A. Saryan. Non-member subscriptions US
$50.00 per year. ISSN 0884-0180—LCCN 85-649443
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Letters, Donations

LETTERS AND E=MAILS TO TME EDITOR
On April 2, 2005, my exhibit "Commemorative Medals of the 1915 Armenian Genocide," mounted in

honor of the 90th anniversary commemorations, received the Best-in-Show award at the Milwaukee South
Shore Coin Show, held at the Sheraton Four Points Hotel in Milwaukee. The exhibit presents the history
of the genocide through commemorative medals and pinback badges that have been issued over the past
several decades. Levon Saryan

Your first parcel has arrived safely (yesterday the 9th of March). I must say the quality of the plates is

extraordinarily good. All your efforts in obtaining the original photographs have certainly not been in

vain. The plates really make all the difference, as other students and scholars who come after us will have
the material to be able to access the evidence. Also the layout of the plates is excellent, a great improve-
ment on my tentative efforts.

Many thanks for your Easter greeting. It arrived with a little 'ping' just as I was about to pen this mis-
sive. As a simple Irish historian I never cease to be amazed at this technological age.

Good news, the second parcel has safely arrived, Saturday (the 25 of March). Thank you very much
for the extra plates. I am very pleased indeed to have these. I am still gaining enormous pleasure from the
layout of the off-prints, and only giving them out sparingly to serious scholars and students.

I received the ANJ newsletter, and congratulate you most warmly on the honour of having a medal
struck with your likeness; I have no doubt that it is most deserved. This is the type of honour which most
numismatists (whether they wish to acknowledge it or not) would dearly love. ...

Many thanks for your last e-mail, this will go into my 'archives'. Conunents like these from an editor
of your standing and achievements are words to remember indeed. I am greatly honoured that you intend a
translation. ...

On my third re-reading of the Levon paper I noticed, to my horror one 'typo' (or even grammatical
oversight), two words and one numeral omitted. These went completely unnoticed when I did my proof
reading. It makes one wonder if I would have ever been competent to edit an academic journal! For inter-
est:

Page 35, ten lines down, originally instead of (originality)

Note 28 (p.35), missing word 'than' (rather than a cap)

Note 49, '1 175-127', missing numeral '2' (1 175-1227).

Page 37, thirteen lines down, missing article 'a' (being of a heavier standard).

I am now re-reading the paper for the fourth time! . . . Michael O'Hara

DONATIONS
y^uinu)'^ U! uit

Aghababian, Richard

/iriuxiuu uyn
$100

asiy oj /irmenia, ruDiicanon Funa)
Ishkanian, Hagop .. $100

Aris, Hrayr $100 Kagan, Jonathan .. $100
Baghdassarian, Garbis $100 Karadian, Stefan .. $100
Bedrosian, J. D., A. P $100 Kilimdgyan, Sarkis

. $100
Chitjian, Sara $200 Mahakian, Carl K . $100
Christianian, Jirair $100 Mkrtchian, Hacob

. $100
Derderian, George $025 Mubayajyan, Valeri

. $025
Didizian, Hagop H $500 Nercissiantz, Armen

. $300
Economopoulos, Nicholas T $100 Palian, Leon .. $100
Eskijian, Luther $100 Ronus Robert

. $200
Garabedian, Margo-Lena $100 Saryan, Levon A .. $100
Gewenian, Wartan $100 Sear, David R

. $100
Hajinian, Chuck $125 Setian, Charles ...$100
Haig, Pierre V $100 Setian, Harry ...$025
Hendin, David $100 Simonian, Stepan S ... $100
Hooqasian, Harold M $100 Warden Numismatics, LLC ...$025
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AN UNUSUAL EXAMPLE OF ARMENIA’S
50,000 DRAM COMMEMORATIVE BANK NOTE OF 2001

In the year 301 AD, Armenia became the first nation to adopt Christianity as its state religion.

Seventeen hundred years later, in the summer of 2001, the reborn Armenian state issued a com-
memorative bank note to mark this crucial turning point in the history of the Armenian people.'

This new paper currency, with a nominal face value of 50,000 drams, is the highest face value

that has been issued as of this writing (November 2004). At current exchange rates, its equivalent

value is nearly $100 US. The note depicts some of the important symbols of Armenian Christian-

ity, including Etchmiadzin and a carved Armenian cross from the Middle Ages, as well as the

twin peaks of Mt. Ararat. The example described and illustrated in this article is a limited edition

with a serial number consisting of seven zeros.

Fig. la. Front of 50,000 dram bank note

Face. Upper view of the Mother Cathedral of Holy Etchmiadzin, showing the central cupola
with conical dome surmounting a drum, the bell tower, and subsidiary cupolas. A gold seal to the
left of the church shows two figures (St. Gregory and King Tiridates) presenting the model of a

Useful information about the 50,000 dram note is offered by Bagrat Sahakyan of Yerevan in his article “Anne-
Note Marks 1700 Anniversary,” Paper Money, Vol. 41. No. 221 (September/October

2002), p. 291. This writer is indebted to Mr. Sahakyan for providing information about Armenian specimen notes, and
for reading a draft of this article and offering helpful suggestions.
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church. Holographic foil security strip on left shows the two figures holding the church. Arme-
nian legend reads8/ /1700, and the de-

nomination 50000/. Serial number reads vertieally on left 0000000,

and is repeated horizontally on right. Watermark of cross is visible on right.

ili40^§Qpf^abOu|f||li

Ml
'^>

Fig. lb. Back of 50,000 dram bank note

Baek: Twin peaks of Mt. Ararat behind with figures of St. Gregory and King Tiridates in

foreground presenting the model of a chureh. Carved Armenian stone cross to right, signatures of

bank president and finanee minister to left. Armenian legends read/ /^
50000/. Reading vertieally in English on the left is the inseription CENTRAL BANK OF
THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA.

During the early eenturies following the crucifixion, Christianity gradually spread from the

Holy Land to nearby eountries of the Near East, where it competed with various forms of pagan
worship that were already entrenehed among the people. Small Christian communities existed in

Armenia and elsewhere, but not until the fourth eentury AD were they suffieiently large or pow-
erful to convert essentially an entire nation.^

Although Armenia had been evangelized in the first century AD by the apostles Thaddeus
and Bartholomew, paganism still held sway. Among the competing eults were polytheistic wor-

^ The early church fathers have left some very interesting tidbits of written testimony about Christian communities
of Armenia prior to the conversion in AD 301. Tertullian records that there were Christians in Armenia prior to the

middle of third century, and Eusebius writes that about the year 254 the Armenians had a bishop named Meruzhanes
(Merujan). See Leon Arpee, A History ofArmenian Christianity (New York: Armenian Missionary Association, 1946),

p. 9.
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Armenia 's 50,000 Dram Commemorative Bank Note of2001

ship, Mithraism (sun-worship, which is probably reflected on the coinage of the ancient Arme-

nian king Tigranes the Great who ruled from 95-56 BC), and Zoroastrianism.

In the late third century, Gregory (later called St. Gregory the Illuminator)^ traveled to Arme-

nia to evangelize the country.'* He had been raised as a Christian in Caesarea of Cappadocia.

Upon reaching the royal palace, he entered the service of King Tiridates III^ as a scribe, but was

soon imprisoned for refusing to worship the Armenian pagan goddess Anahit. The king had

Gregory thrown into a dungeon, where he languished for 13 to 15 years^ miraculously surviving

according to tradition because of the secret ministrations of an elderly widow who passed food

down to him. The prison itself was called Khor Virap (deep pit) and was located at Artashat, the

royal capital, situated within full sight of the majestic Mt. Ararat.^

While Gregory was imprisoned in the pit, the king contracted a disease that disfigured his

face to that of a wild boar.* The king's sister, Khosrovidukht, suggested that Gregory was the only

one who could cure the king. Gregory was summarily freed from his dungeon, brought before

King Tiridates, and proceeded to work a miraculous cure. The king then accepted the Christian

faith, was baptized, and decreed that the new religion should be taught and disseminated through-

out the land. Gregory himself undertook the task of explaining the new faith to the people. To-

gether, Gregory and Tiridates traveled the length and breadth of Armenia, tearing down pagan

temples and erecting Christian churches in their place, all the while preaching to the masses and

baptizing thousands of people.

The conversion of King Tiridates took place around 301 AD, more than a decade prior to the

Edict of Toleration issued by the Roman Emperor Constantine, which marked the beginning of

the conversion of the western countries. Based on this chronological priority, Armenians rightly

claim to be the first people to accept Christianity as their national religion.

Although the spread of Christianity throughout the country was a slow process, it had the ef-

fect of completely transforming the Armenian nation. This task could not be accomplished effec-

tively, however, until Amienia had its own script. In 406 A.D., the monk Mesrop Mashtots in-

vented a unique alphabet through which the precepts of the new faith were transmitted to the peo-

ple in their native language. Within a generation, the Holy Bible was translated into Armenian
and an original written literature was inaugurated. In 451 A.D., while western theologians at the

^
Gregory the Illuminator is also known by his Armenian name Grigor (or Krikor) Lousavoritch.
The story of the conversion of Armenia is known from several original literary sources, including the early histo-

ries of Agathangelos and Movses Khorenatsi written in classical Armenian (both of which are available in English
translation). For authoritative modem interpretations see Arpee, op. cit., pp. 9-23, and Robert Thomson, The Teaching
ofSaint Gregory: An Early Armenian Catechism (Cambridge, MA; Harvard University Press, 1970), pp. 1-3.

Tiridates is also known by his Armenian name Trdat or Drtad. According to Amienian sources his reign is given
as ca. 287 - 330, which seems rather long. Generally, the chronology of this period is confused. The exact dates of
Tiridates’ reign and his baptism are matters of scholarly disputation and beyond the scope of this study. The Amienian
Church accepts the year 301 AD as the official year of Armenia’s conversion.

The exact length of Gregory’s imprisonment varies in the manuscripts which have come down to us. See
Agathangelos: Histoiy of the Armenians, translated by R. W. Thomson (Albany: State University of New York Press,

1976^, p. lii and footnotes cited therein.

The Monastery of Khor Virap, erected at the place of Gregory’s imprisonment, is one of the important pilgrim-
age sites in Amienia. Visitors to Khor Virap can climb down an iron ladder and enter the pit where Gregory is reputed
to have been kept.

Arpee (p. 16) describes this condition as a form of “lycanthropy.” The historian Agathangelos (footnote 6
above) writes that Tiridates was transformed into a wild boar as a punishment for martyring the Christian nuns Hrip-
sime, Gayane, and their companions, who had escaped from the Roman Emperor Diocletian and sought refuge in the
Armenian highlands.
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Council of Chalcedon were debating the fine points of Cliristology, the blood of Armenian mar-
tyrs was being spilled in defense of Christianity, against an attempt by Persia to convert Armenia
to fire-worship. The new faith established very firm roots in the land, which was reflected in a

profusion of literature, manuscript illumination, church architecture, music, poetry, and stone

sculpture, all promoting the greater glory of God.

The 50,000 dram banknote is the highest denomination monetary instrument issued so far by
the Central Bank of Amienia. It reflects numerous aspects of the Armenian Christian tradition.

The face of the note carries a depiction of the Cathedral of Holy Etchmiadzin, which was founded

by Gregory on a spot indicated to him by the Lord in a dream. Etchmiadzin^ remains today the

Holy See of the Catholicos or Supreme Patriarch of the Armenian Church. The cathedral itself is

a marvelous example of Armenian sacred architecture. It is surmounted by the familiar drum and
conical roof cupola that is so characteristic of the unique Armenian architectural style. On the

back of the note we can see an image of an elaborate khachkar, or carved stone cross, a genre of
medieval sculpture in which the Armenians were true masters.’® The back also shows a bishop

and a king (representing St. Gregory and Tiridates) holding and presenting a model of a church in

the Armenian architectural style. During the Middle Ages, this iconographic representation was
often used to commemorate donors whose contributions made it possible to erect a church. The
same design is repeated on the embossed seal and the holographic foil strip.

This banknote (Pick 49) measures 160 x 79 mm and is printed principally in colors of brown,
red, and tan, by the firm of Giesecke &. Devrient of Germany." According to Sahakyan, the note

is printed on high quality 100% cotton fiber paper and is coated with an invisible anti-soiling

layer. Among the various security features incorporated are an intricate cross watermark with

smaller crosses to each side, extensive microprinting on both the face and the back, a complex
metallic holographic strip containing multiple images, a separate metallic security thread, an em-
bossed gold medallion, and other features.'^

Some general information about specimen notes is provided in the authoritative Krause paper

currency catalog.''* Central banks prepare specimen notes in very limited quantities and distribute

them under conditions of extreme security to other national central banks. They are retained to

provide banking colleagues with examples of authentic notes to compare against suspected coun-
terfeits. Specimen notes ordinarily do not enter collector channels until several years after issue.

For that reason they are scarce, difficult to obtain, and consequently highly prized by knowledge-
able advanced collectors. Typically, these notes are overprinted with the word SPECIMEN (or its

equivalent in the native language or alphabet), and are imprinted with serial numbers consisting

of zeros to clearly distinguish them from notes released to general circulation. In the KP catalog.

A large volume of first-hand accounts of Etchmiadzin was recently prepared by the late Archbishop Mesrob
Ashjian. The Etchmiadzin Chronicles ([Yerevan]: Moughni Press, 2003) collects the accounts of nearly a hundred trav-

elers who have visited and written about Etchmiadzin over the centuries.

The actual khachkar illustrated dates from the 12* to 13* centuries and is found at the monastic complex of Ke-
charis in Dzaghgatsor. A clear photographic illustration appears in Khatchkar (vol. 2 of the series “Documents of Ar-
menian Architecture”), 2"** ed. (Milan: Edizioni Ares, 1970), p. 26, fig. 21).

" Sahakyan, p. 297.

Sahakyan, p. 297.

An analysis of the security features on modern Armenian cumency is offered in L. A. Saryan, “Security Devices
on the 1993 Ten-Dram Banknote of Armenia,” The Centinel, Vol. 52, No. 2 (Summer 2004), pp. 32-37.

'
C. R. Bruce II and N. Shafer, Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, 7* ed. Vol. Ill (Modem Issues 1961-

2001), (lola, WI: Krause Publications, 2001), p. 36.
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Armenia ’s 50,000 Dram Commemorative Bank Note of2001

an example of the Annenian specimen overint (the word printed using rounded hollow

block letters) is given.

Specimen examples of modem Armenian bank notes are known to exist. These are distrib-

uted under conditions of high security to banks and post offices, and each set is signed for by the

bank director or postmaster. Release of specimen notes to general circulation or to collectors is

considered a criminal offense. Such notes typically have serial numbers consisting of zeros plus

an overprint reading SPECIMEN in English or in Armenian. On notes issued from 1998

to the present, regular issue examples with ordinarily serial numbers may exist with a SPECI-

MEN overprint.'^ My sources inform me that these specimen notes are strictly limited to 100 ex-

amples per type, and, as far as I have been able to ascertain, no examples are available on the nu-

mismatic market.

Careful examination of the 50,000 dram note illustrated here, which I obtained from an Ar-

menian living in Moscow, shows that it is unquestionably genuine. It has all of the security fea-

tures common to a genuine note and has not been altered to remove an overprint. Since neither

the words “SPECIMEN” nor“” appear, I hesitate to consider this a specimen note per se.

Nevertheless, it is clearly genuine and its serial number with seven zeros clearly links it specimen

issues and emphasizes its unusual status.

This writer would like to hear from collectors owning specimen examples of other modem
Armenian banknotes.

L. A. SARYAN, Ph.D

0 ,
50,000 2001-[]

-
(2004

IP')' ^13. 1 1. '^^.1 —

^^^^^ ^ .
50,000 ^ 160 79 ^^ —/ .-

** «^//7A&». ^ ^^. , "*-\ .^(): '^ :
- -

Personal communications to the author from Bagrat Sahakyan dated April 9, April 1 1, and April 12, 2004.
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16 AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY. “Paul Z. Bedoukian Armenian Numismatic

Society Award” Medal. American Numismatic Society Magazine, Vol. 3 (Winter 2004), No. 3,

pp. 44-45, illus.

The Paul Z. Bedoukian silver medal is described. YTN( -

17 ARMENPRESS. Hayastani bnakchut‘ian kankhik gumari 84% otar dramanish e [Foreign

Currency is 84% Cash of Armenia’s Population] -

84%» . Asbarez, Vol. 97 (Friday, 11 March 2005), No. 12,418, p.

4. In Armenian.

According to the Central Bank of Armenia, 84% of cash payments in Armenia are made using foreign cur-

rency (dollar, euro, ruble, etc.). YTN, & 84 .
^‘^- {,, )
18 BORGMANN, Fred. World Coin Roundup, 2005-01. World Coin News, Vol. 32 (March

2005), No. 3, p. 63.

A silver commemoratie coin of Armenia, dedicated to St. Grigor Narekatsi’s The Book ofLamentations vol-

ume (100 dram nominal value), is described. YTN
.

(100 )
19 COIN WORLD. Armenian Society Seeks Funds, Facts. Coin World, Vol. 46 (7 March 2005),

No. 2343, p. 70.

The Armenian Numismatic Society has decided to publish a corpus on the die study of the silver coins of

the Artaxiad dynasty of Armenia. The Society is seeking monetary donations and numismatic historical

information toward the publication of this book. YTN

-,
20 NOR GYANK. Mayr At‘or Sourb Ejmiadzni shk‘anshanner6 [Medals of Mother See Holy
Etchmiadzin] - . Nor Gyatik, Vol. XXVII (13

January 2005), No. 5, pp. 7 and 35, illus. In Armenian.

The three medals of Holy Etchmiadzin are described. 1). St. Gregory the Illuminator, 40 x 50 mm; 2). St.

Sahak-St. Mesrop, 50 x 52 mm; 3). St. Nerses Shnorhali, 50 x 40 mm. The three medals are designed by B.

Arzumanian and J. Chuloyan. YTN
- , 1). , 40 X 50- 2). (J— • (^ 50 X 52 - 3). . , 50 X 40^
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EMERGENCY MONEY FROM THE 1988

ARMENIAN EARTHQUAKE
Bagrat SAHAKYAN and Levon A. SARYAN

The Armenian people will never forget the December 7, 1988 earthquake, one of the
saddest pages of recent Armenian history. ^ Tens of thousands of Armenian citizens living in

the northern portion of the country (Spitak, Leninakan (Gynmri), and Kirovakan (Vanadzor))
became victims of this tragedy. The quake, which caused widespread destruction and
homelessness as well as loss of life, is considered one of the strongest to strike Armenia in
many centuries. In the immediate aftermath, other regions of Armenia, the Armenian
diaspora, the entire Soviet Union, and almost every country in the world offered a helping
hand to the small republic. Planes carrying rescue teams, relief supplies, blankets,
emergency housing, food, drinking water, and other aid destined for the earthquake zone
arrived in Armenia daily. Tom Brokaw, a well-known television news anchor from the
United States NBC organization, arrived in Armenia within a couple of days to broadcast
reports directly from the disaster zone, and in this way scenes of the tragedy in Armenia
reached every living room in America and around the world.

How were local authorities responding to this tragedy?

Recently
,
we learned that the city authorities of Kirovakan printed and prepared, but did

not actually use, emergency money or “checks” resembling bank notes as a means of provid-
ing immediate relief for the citizenry. These checks were conceived as “Check of a lump sum
to citizens of the Armenian SSR, injured from the earthquake”(-). At present, three
denominations (200, 500, and 2000 rubles) are known.

It IS known definitely that, in order to provide immediate assistance to the affected in-
habitants, each person living in the disaster zone would receive a payment of 200 rubles.
Families losing their home or domicile as a result of an act of nature would each receive a
payment of 2000 rubles from the municipal authorities. Information about the purpose of the
500-ruble denomination is not available, but in our opinion the 500-ruble checks were prob-
ably intended to compensate families who lost family members, at the rate of 500 rubles per
victim.

It appears that the emergency checks were never actually released into circulation and
that instead the payments were made in USSR rubles as direct grants to the population
based on compiled lists, with recipients acknowledging receipt of the aid by personal signa-
ture. Many circumstances surrounding these checks are unknown at the present time. It is
not known when the checks were printed, when the seals and signatures were affixed, and

1 Yun Rost, Armenian Tragedy (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1990), esp. pages 93-193; Chris Engholm

otatTrTCifr CT S h
’ EarthquakeDisaster (Madison, CT Sphinx Press, Inc., 1989); Levon A. Saryan, “The 1988 Earthquake in Armenia- SomePreliminary Lessons, Asbarez English Edition, page 24 (December 17, 1988).
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even the name of the signatory. The reason that the checks were not released into circula-

tion is also unknown.

The notes are fairly primitive. They are uniface and printed on plain paper by a typo-

graphical method. Each note measures 65 x 110 mm, and each carries an identical seal in-

scribed in the Armenian and Russian languages: “Executive Committee of People’s Deputies

of the Kirovakan City Government of the Armenian SSR.” Each check also carries a hand-

inscribed signature of an unknown local official.

Below is the description of each of the three types:

1. 200 Rubles: Printed in red ink, series letter and six-digit serial number.
2. 500 Rubles: Printed in dark blue ink, series letter R and six-digit serial number.
3. 2000 Rubles: Printed in green ink, series letter and six-digit serial number.

As was noted above, the earthquake zone was fairly large and there were other affected

areas, some of which suffered even greater damage and loss of life than Kirovakan.
Accordingly, it is possible that similar emergency money was printed or issued in other cities

(such as Leninakan and Spitak). There is presently no information as to whether such notes

might exist.

At our suggestion these checks will be listed in P. F. Ryabchenko’s book^ that will be

issued in a few months.

1988- )-. Od-U-
1988 ^ T- -^ $^ ^^

^- {^**-\^ ^'^) -,^ ^P . -^ *[^^^ .^
^ . .^^^ .^^'\/ NBC . -^ ^^^ -^'̂ .

^ P. F. Ryabchenko, Full Catalogue of the Banknotes ofRussia, the USSR and the CIS Countries.
^ Yuri Rost, Armenian Tragedy (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1990), esp. pages 93-193; Chris Engholm,

The Armenian Earthquake (San Diego: Lucent Books, Inc., 1989); Novosti Press Agency, The Armenian Earthquake
Disaster (Madison, CT: Sphinx Press, Inc., 1989); Levon A. Saryan, “The 1988 Earthquake in Armenia: Some
Preliminary Lessons,” Asbarez English Edition, page 24 (December 17, 1988).
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P. F. Ryabchenko, Full Catalogue of the Banknotes ofRussia, the USSR and the CIS Countries.
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Fig. 1 200 Rubles
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A COPPER COIN OF TIGRANES II

WITH UNPUBLISHED COUNTERMARK AND
RARE MONOGRAM

Plate 7 Jirair CHRISTIANIAN

This article presents a type of Tigranes II copper coin that has not been previously published.
The reverse is of the straight palm-branch type. However, this particular coin has a number of
peculiarities not previously reported. The first is the large A countermark on the obverse. The
second is the monogram on the reverse.

Many coins of the Artaxiads of Armenia have a large A on the obverse, behind the king’s
head. Though the meaning of this letter is not definitively explained at the present, it appears on
some of the copper coins of both Tigranes II and Artavasdes II. ^ A recent publication asserts that
the letter A, behind the king’s head on the obverse, appears in fact on all of the copper coins of
Artavasdes II though it is not visible on all specimens due to their often poor states of preserva-
tion. This letter is present behind Tigranes II’s head on some of his Nike and cypress tree reverse
type coins, which also happen to be the only two types of reverses found to-date for Artavasdes
II, as well as on Tigranes II’s club and elephant reverse types, which are of much greater rarity.

Many interpretations have been offered for this letter. The first is that this letter is the initial

letter of the Artaxiad capital and mint of Artaxata. This line of reasoning is primarily based on the
fact that some coins of Tigranes II with Nike reverses and the letter A behind the king’s head on
the obverse were found in excavations in and around Artaxata.'' Another possible explanation is
that this letter was an indication of value, using the Greek numbering system where A equals one,
meaning one chalcus.^ However, given the wide range of weight of coins of both Tigranes II and
Artavasdes II that exhibit this letter, some of which clearly are in the presumed two-chalcus level,
this interpretation can be safely dismissed. A third explanation is that it represents the initial letter
of the city of Nisibis, as it was also known by the name of Antiochia Mygdonia,^ and it was an
important city with an operating mint at the time, and a part of the Armenian kingdom However
the lack of documented finds in the vicinity of Nisibis of coins of this type leaves this interpreta-
tion to conjecture. Finally, a recent explanation attributes the A to the initial letter of the city of
Aradus, in Phoenicia, where these coins would presumably have been struck. Considering that
Tigranes II had lost his Syrian dominions before the end of his rule, though, it seems unlikely that
Artavasdes II or any later Armenian king would have minted coins in that city.

Paul Z. Bedoukian, of the Artaxiads ofArmenia [CAA] (London, 1978), xii, 81 pp 8 pis Annenian
Coins an, T„eir Dalai's

^

Bedoukian, CAA, Nos. 134 & 135; Nercessian, ACV, No. 125, 127-129, & 132 .

4

banyan, Coinage ofArtavasdes II (Yerevan, 2004), 1 32 pp., 16 pis. (in Armenian), p. 9 1

.

n9771^-^T^
Zardanan, “About a Type of Coin Stmck in Artaxata,” Lraber Hasarakakan Gitut'yunneri, No 2

( 1 977), (in Armenian), pp. 82-83; Vardanyan, p. 92.

cle, Vo?i76^(r9867Jp ^sTsT
Suggestions and a New Find,” Numismatic Cbroni-

^ Vardanyan, p. 93.
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However, in all of the instances where the letter A is found behind the king’s head on the ob-

verse, it is a part of the original engraved coin die, and not a countermark. On the other hand, a

countermark of a large monogram, seemingly made of the two letters A and P, also exists on
some of Tigranes II’s bronzes, placed in a similar position behind the king’s head.*

The straight palm-branch reverse type of Tigranes II is of moderate scarcity. This type has

previously been reported with the letters AHMO^ in exergue. Also, the monogram visible on the

reverse of the coin being presented here has previously been reported on two other coins of Ti-

granes II, though incorrectly interpreted on one of them. An auction catalogue'® presented a Ti-

granes II bronze coin of the Nike-reverse type, which had in the left field, outside the king’s

name, the letters HK and the same monogram as on the subject coin of this article. However, the

cataloguer had hastily noted: “The monogram is identical to that on the Artavasdes tetradrachm
[also offered in the same auction].’’ Careful observation and comparison with the said Artavasdes
II tetradrachm, though, disclose a subtle difference. The subject of this article, as well as the

specimen in the auction catalogue, are both missing the left middle branch of the monogram on
l^e Artavasdes II coin. This appears to be due to a stylistic difference in the rendering of the letter

H between the coins of Tigranes II and those of Artavasdes II. Where on the silver coins of Arta-
vasdes II, both the drachms and the tetradrachms, the monogram is seen as a P overlaid on and
extending above a letter H, the monogram on the Tigranes II coins appears to be a P overlaid on
and extending above the superimposed letters E and E where the E is rendered as two equal-
length horizontal lines separated by a dot between. This rendering is clearly used whenever the

letter E appears as one of the exergue letters on the silver coins struck by Tigranes II in Ar-
taxata." A third coin of Tigranes II, in the collection of the History Museum of Armenia (HMA),
exhibits this monogram.'^ This particular coin is a unique tetradrachm, with obverse and reverse

dies not repeated on any other published tetradrachm.'^

It has been suggested that this monogram is composed of the letters P,T, and E, presumably
to indicate the capital city of Artaxata where the coins bearing the monogram were struck.'”* How-
ever, others have refuted this argument, on the basis primarily that the letter A which figures four
times in the Greek form of the city’s name, APTAiiATA, should have also appeared in the mono-
gram.'^

Based on these observations, it appears that the monogram on the silver coins of Artavasdes
could in fact be made up of the same letters as those making up the monogram on the subject

copper of Tigranes II, namely the Greek letters P, E, and E. The only difference between the two

Nercessian, ACV, No. 55; Y. T. Nercessian and L. A. Saryan, “Overstruck and Countermarked Coins of the Ar-
taxiad Dynasty of Armenia,” Numismatic Journal, Ser. I, Vol. XXII, Nos. 2-3 (June-September 1996), pp.
23-62, pis. I-VI, No. 213; also in Armenian Numismatic Studies (Los Angeles, 2000), pp. 150-206, pis. 37-46, No. 213.

’ Nercessian, ACV, No. 110 (corrected from author’s reported HMO, A apparently off-flan); also. Classical Nu-
mismatic Group, Inc. Auction 36 Catalogue [CNG 36] (New York, December 5 & 6, 1995) p 57 No 597

CNG 36, p. 56, No. 588.

Y. T. Nercessian, Silver Coins of Tigranes II of Armenia” [SCTII], Armenian Numismatic Journal, Ser. I, Vol.
XXVI, Nos. 3 & 4 (Dec. 2000), pp. 72-80; plates 8-10.

Kh. Mousheghian, The Numismatics ofArmenian History (Yerevan, 1997), 163 pp., (in Armenian, Russian and
English), p. 153, No. 7, enlarged on p. 48.

Nercessian, SCTII, p. 64 (Group 4, A46-P1).

Kh. Mousheghian, “The Tetradrachm of Artavasdes II,” Patma-Banasirakan Handes, Vol. XVII (1964), No. 2

(25), pp. 317-323 (in Armenian); English translation by L. A. Saryan, “The Tetradrachm of Artavasdes II (56-34 B.C.)
of Armenia,” Journal ofthe Societyfor Armenian Studies, Vol. 8 ( 1 995), pp. 103-116.

Y. T. Nercessian, Silver Coins of Artavasdes II of Armenia,” Armenian Numismatic Journal, Ser. 1, Vol.
XXIX, No. 1 (March 2003), p. 9; Vardanyan, p. 91.
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would then be the stylistic rendering of the E, which was obstructing the E in the previous read-

ings of the Artavasdes II monogram. Including the letter E in this choice of letters is necessary, in

order to account for the middle horizontal line extending to the right of the vertical on the subject

coin. Conversely, the letter T is superfluous, though not necessarily absent from the monogram.

Similarly, the letters E, I, and Z (in the form of a “square” C) could potentially be present, but not

identifiable, since they would be using already-present lines of the monogram. However, the

meaning of the letters, and ultimately of the monogram, is yet to be determined.

It is curious that the monogram, on both the subject coin and the CNG auction coin, is ac-

companied by the same letters HK to the left of it, seeming to indicate a relationship between the

monogram and the two letters. Also, the fact that it appears on copper coins of apparently two

different denominations, in addition to a silver tetradrachm, may one day yield clues to its mean-
ing. On the other hand, it is unsettling that the obverse portrait of the king on the coin being pre-

sented here is so different from that on the specimen in the auction catalogue or the one on the

tetradrachm.

The subject coin and the other two coins exhibiting this reverse monogram are fully described

as follows:

Obv: Bust of Tigranes II r., wearing five-pointed Armenian tiara adorned with indistinct design

(comet star, no eagles?). A broad diadem knotted at the back encircles the base of the ti-

ara and its ends fall straight down. The outlines of the tiara and neck flap are adorned
with dots, perhaps indicating jewels. The bust and tiara are completely inside a border of
loosely spaced dots. A large A is countermarked behind the tiara, in a roughly triangular

incuse.

Rev: Straight palm-branch. Legend to r. downward, [BJAIIAEQZ; to 1. downward,
[TJIEPANOY. Below palm-branch, HK 1. and monogram r. The [BjAZIAEQZ portion of
the legend curves away from the palm-branch to make room for the tall monogram, the

bottom of which is aligned with the bottom of the HK, in exergue. The top of the mono-
gram extends into the r. field.

No. 1. 3.42g-17mm-12h J.C. coll

Obv: Bust of very young-looking Tigranes II r., wearing five-pointed Armenian tiara adorned
with indistinct design, and draped with cloth flowing broadly over chest. A diadem knot-
ted at the back encircles the base of the tiara and its ends fall straight down. The bust and
tiara are completely inside a border of loosely spaced dots.

Rev: Nike advancing 1., holding wreath in extended r. hand, I. hand resting on hip. Legend to r.

downward, BAZIAEQZ; to I. downward, TIEPANOY. In outside 1. field, HK 1. and
monogram r. All within circle of dots.

No. 2. 7.36g-23mm- 1 2h (not recorded, but inferred from the image appearance) CNG 36:588

Obv. Bust of odd-looking Tigranes II r., wearing five triangle-pointed Armenian tiara adorned
with eight-rayed star between two eagles, draped. A diadem knotted at the back encircles
the base of the tiara and its ends fall straight down. A long ear flap reaches his shoulder.
A fillet border encircles the bust.

Rev: Tyche, draped and wearing a turreted crown, seated r. on a rock, holding a palm-branch
in her r. hand. At her feet, the upper portion of a youthful nude male representing a river-
god, swimming r. Legend to r. downward, BAZIAEQZ; to 1. downward, TIEPANOY.
Between Tyche and palm-branch. A; to r. of palm-branch, another letter (?); below palm-
branch, monogram. All within laurel wreath.

No. 3. 14.99g-27mm
18215/11
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21 VARDANYAN, Ruben E. Artavazd Il-i dramner^ [Coinage of Artavazdes II] -

II-/, ' . Yerevan: National Academy of Sciences of

Armenia, Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography, and History Museum ofArmenia, Moughni
Publishing House, 2004, 138 pp., 16 pis. In Armenian.

Data on the coinage ofArtavasdes II (5-34 B.C.) has been brought together for the first time. They have been

researched multilaterally and attempt has been made to explain this information and their possibiities ema-
nating from the referenced sources of scientific value. The present work embraces the material found in the

History Museum of Armenia, published scientific works and sale and auction catalogues, as well as infor-

mation provided by collectors. The obverse portrait and reverse style, legends, monograms, dates, metro-

logical data, and the elements of overstruck coins have been analyzed. In order to present the period of

Artavasdes II as completely as possible, the coins of M. Antonius and Cleopatra have been discussed as well

as the coins of Atropatene kings. Author

fi- (55-34
), ,. - -, -,,,,- -,

22 VARDANYAN, Ruben E. Lukios Verosi 6rok‘ Hayastanum t‘ogharkvats pghndse dramner

[Copper Coins Issued in Armenia During the Period of Lucius Verus], ' . Patma-
Banasirakan Handes (2004), No. 2 (166), pp. 234-253, illus. In Armenian with summaries in

Russian and English.

Vardanyan briefly presents the historical events of this period and discusses a copper coin where the obverse

represents jugate heads of a king and a queen to right and traces of circular legend. On the reverse of the

coin are twin peaks of mountain and circular legend. In the past this coin was asssigned to Tigranes the

Great/Mt. Argaeus. Based on a newly surfaced and better quality example where the reverse inscription

reads AAOKAIIAP and letter A. The author ascribes this inscription to A[OYKIOC A[YPHAIOC]
0[YNP0C] KAICAP. Furthermore, he concludes that the coin could have been issued only during the reign

of Armenian king Sohemus who ascended the throne of Armenia in A.D. 164. The letter A below the Masis

Mountain probabaly indicates the city of Artaxata. YTN

,^ ^/ ,
AAOKAIXIAP. -

A[OYKIOC A[YPHAIOC] 0[YNP0C] KAICAt ’, -,
8 - 164 A
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TIGRANES II GOLD COINS DISCOVERED IN EUROPE

Plate 7 Y. T. NERCESSIAN

Introduction

During the reign of Tigranes the Great an unprecedented amount of wealth was amassed

in Armenia. So much so that coin collectors, numismatists, historians, and scholars take it

for granted that gold coins were struck during his reign. In fact, frequently, many coin collec-

tors ask why could there not have been gold coins during the reign of Tigranes?

No doubt Tigranes was aware of existing gold coins of other monarchs. We do not exclude

the possibility that gold coins were struck during Tigranes’ reign. If his hypothetical gold

coins were not legal tender issued for circulation, perhaps they were presentation coins is-

sued while he was alive. We just don’t know. However, a contemporary presentation piece

should be distinguished from modern counterfeit replica, fantasy, or souvenir pieces manu-
factured in Armenia, Lebanon, or elsewhere.

Description of Gold Coin
The first copy of this “newly found” coin was offered to us for sale from France in 1998.

The seller stated that, “This coin has been up to now in a private collection and had never

been published or known by specialists. I have no idea about its value. But I think at an

auction sale it could raise US $100,000 (or more?).” This information was reported in our

Armenian Numismatic Journal} The original gold colored photographs mailed us were 59

mm in diameter; they were reduced to the size illustrated in the plates.

A second copy of this coin, manufactured with the same pair of dies, was transmitted us

via e-mail in 2005 (presumably from Europe), adding that “I have tried to obtain an
estimation in Paris, London and Bucharest and it seems that this coin is unique. I would like

to have your opinion as an expert in Armenian coins.” The original gold colored photographs

electronically transmitted to us were 108 mm in diameter; they were reduced to the size

illustrated in the plates.

It is obvious that both coins were manufactured from the same pair of dies. One coin has
a maximum diameter of 15.8 mm diameter; and the other, 13 mm. It is entirely possible that

their flans have different weights and diameters.

Obv.; Bust of Tigranes draped r., clean shaven and wearing ornate five-pointed Armenian
tiara. A broad diadem knotted at the back encircles the head and falls downward.
Divided drapes cover the ear and the neck. The tiara is adorned with an eight-rayed

star flanked by two eagles back to back and with heads turned to each other. The ear

flap has two stars; the top is six-rayed star and the bottom is unknown. Fillet border.

Rev.: Tyche of Antioch, draped and wearing ornate three-pointed tiara. A diadem knotted
at the back encircles the head and falls downward. Drapes cover the ear and neck.

^ Aral Guillaume, “Letters,” Armewta« Numismatic Journal, Ser. I, Vol. XXIV (June 1998), No. 2, p. 15.
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The Tyche, seated r. on a rock, is holding a palm-branch in her r. hand; at her feet

the upper portion of a youthful male nude figure of the river-god Orontes swimming
r. Legend to r. downward BAZlAEnS; to 1. downward TITPANOY. In r. field and above
swimming figure there is a monogram made of letters A and I superimposed, below
the rock letter E. All within laurel wreath.

1. G. A. example, 5 grams, 14.2 to 15.8 mm diameter, 1.41 mm thickness. Die axis
orientation not given.

2. F. P. example, 4.002 grams, 13.0 mm diameter, condition Very Good. Thickness and
die axis orientation not given.

Our Observations
1. The obverse die has never been seen on genuine tetradrachms or drachms.

2. There is a small star to the left of king’s ear, on the ear flap which reminds us the
star reported by Philip Kinns.^ However, on the two new coins, this star seems to be
more ornamental resembling the star on the tiara flanked by both eagles.

3. On the obverse of example 2, space between the border fillet of the coin and the edge
is extremely uniform. Such uniformity has never been seen on his silver and copper
coins.

4. The Tyche on the reverse has a three-pointed tiara where each point on the tiara
consists of two seated precious stones. Normally, the Tyche has a turreted tiara, no
diadem, and no knotted fillet hanging behind his head.

5. The monogram in r. field and letter below the rock, again, remind us of what we have
seen engraved on the example published by Philip Kinns.^

6. Photographs of both gold coins seem to have some traces of unidentifiable objects.

Could both of these pieces of Tigranes have been overstruck on some ancient gold
coins?

7. Both examples seem to have high relief very close to his tetradrachms but lower than
slightly worn out examples.

8. The coin(s) seems to be struck and not cast. The style of lettering though close to

what is engraved on his coins seems to be slightly different. This would need to be
ascertained by examination.

Conclusion

We have not examined either examples. Without examination we are hesitant to label
them as counterfeit. Yet the fabric, style, workmanship, and the overall appearance of the
coin gives a strange feeling and does not make us feel at ease. We are absolutely uncertain if

this is a genuine piece(s).

Both of these gold examples are recorded for posterity without concluding that they are
counterfeit or genuine.

2 Philip Kinns, “Myrina and Related Forgeries,” ANSMN, Vol. XXX (1985), pp. 61-63, plate 27, No. 29e; Y. T
Nercessian, Armenian Coins and Their Values (Los Angeles, 1995), pp. 181-182, pi. 42, No. 6, star not visible.

’

^ ibid.
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Specialist in Armenian Coins and Books

851 1 Beverly Park Place, Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1920, U.S.A.
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Fixed Price List 27

Numismatic Books
Nl. BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z., Coinage of Cilician

Armenia. New York: American Numismatic Society,

NNM 147, 1962, xxxi, 494 pp., 48 pis., 1 map, plus

blank sheet inserts in the corpus next to every other

sheet (@ 150 sheets), to record unpublished coin

varieties. Bound for the author. One of a kind book.

(ArmNS) $150

N2. BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z., Coinage of Cilician

Armenia- ,
Vienna, 496 pp., 48 pis., 128 pp. text in Armenian,

corpus and plates in English $50

N3. BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z., Medieval Armenian

Coins., 69 pp., 10 pis. $50

N4. BEDOUKIAN, Paul Z., Roman Coins and
Medallions Relating to Armenia - -, 212 pp., 38 pis., illus., card cov. $27

N5. BURNETT, A., Coins. 1990, 64 pp., 44 illus.,

card covers. $5

N6. DURST, Sanford J. Contemporary World Gold

Coins, 102 pp., cloth $5

N7. Handes Amsorya. 1970, Nos. 1-3. Includes

articles by Bedoukian and Sekoulian $4

N8. ” Nos. 4-6. Includes articles by Bedoukian and
Sekoulian $4

N9. --Nos. 7-9. Includes an article by Sekoulian $2

NIO. Handes Amsorya. 1972, Nos. 1-3. Includes an

article by Sekoulian $3

Nil. -Nos. 4-6. Includes articles by Bedoukian and

Sekoulian $4

N12. -Nos. 7-9. Includes an article by Sekoulian $3

N13. LANGLOIS, Victor. Numismatique de

VArm^nie au moyen age, reprint, cl. $30
N14. MKTCHIAN, K. H. Armenian Monetary Units

- , 88 pp., 16 pls.

Bilingual in Armenian and English $10
N15. SABBAGHIAN, Berj. Numismatic Inquiries -, 228 pp. $25

N16. SEKOULIAN, Au. Coinage of Gosdantin III to

Levon V in Vienna Mekhitarist Museum --- -, 90 pp., 7 pls. $15

N17. SEKOULIAN, Au. Numismatic Studies:

HetOUm II, Levon III, and Oshin -

; - , 102 pp.,

9 pls. $15
N18. SIBILIAN, Clement. Classification of
Roupenian Coins -, XVI+88+31 pp. original text, reprinted 6

pis., illus., cloth bound, gold print on spine. Only
three copies left, out of print $85
N19. VASMER, Richard. Chronicle der arabischen

2005

Statthalter von Armenian under den Abbasiden, von

assaffach biz zur Krdnung Aschot I, 750-887, 118,

pp., soft covers $19

N20. VASMER, Richard. Same as above in Arme-

nian - {/•/’^^^«.^^ -,
., 7517-7, 120 pp., SOft

covers $19

Miscellaneous Armenology Books
Al. BARSAMIAN, Khajag. A Pastoral Letter $2

A2., -, 656 9,, $15

A3. -: \ 1957
.
1012 ,,. $20

A4.-,- -, P, 467 , $5

A5.,., 1967-1981
,
184 $15

A6.8, -, , 180 $5

A1.8, -, , 24 $5

A8. , -, 164 , $15

A9. , 1951, 255 ,
$15

Antiquarian Books
Bl. .,,, . {-, 1802 ), fi, 590 ,

$100

B2., .,, 1858
,
151 :

$8

^'8.,. -{, 1866 ), 551 ,
$75

B4.,- -{, 1903 ), 204 ,
$30

B5. , -, 1930
,

164 , ,^^ . $15

B6. 1951^ 255 ^^ ^
, $15

B7. . , 1870
,

76 , $10

Dictionaries and Encyclopedias
Dl. Armenian Encyclopedia-, Yerevan, cloth

Vol. 9, 1983, 720 pp $40
Vol. 10, 1984, 736 pp $40
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Vol. 11, 1985, 720 pp $40
Vol. 12, 1986, 751 pp $40
Vol. [13] 1987, 688 pp $40
Volumes 1 to 12 and supplement [13], a complete set

in uncircualted state $400
D2. Haigazian Dictionary - -, Vol. I 1140 pp., 1979, Vol. II 1067 pp.,

1981, Yerevan reprint, cloth. $100
D3., ,, 1972, 720 , $35
D4. , 1974, 676 $35
D5.8, .^ ~
puiGf . 1981,- , 326 $10
History
HI. Anthology of Quotations on Arm.

, 131 pp. $10
H2. APELIAN, Albert S. The Antiochians; 312 pp.,
cloth $20
H3. Armenian History of Aintab -, Vol. Ill, 1200 pp, 580 illus., cl. $57
H4. HOVANNISIAN, R. G. The Republic of
Armenia, Vol. II, 1982, 603 pp., cloth $50
H5. HOVANNISIAN, R. G. The Republic of Ar-
menia, Vols. I (1971, 547 pp.), II (1982, 603 pp.). Ill

(1996, 534 pp.), IV (1996, 496 pp.) $200
H6. Martyrdom and Rebirth, 105 pp. $10
H7. MATEVOSIAN, Rafayel. Armenian Coat of
Arms-, 144 p., 78 ills $6
H8. ROBERTS, J. M. The World of Greece and
Rome, 128 pp. $6
H9. TORIGUIAN, Sh. The Armenian Question and
International Law, 1973, 330 p,cl. $128,- 412^^, $20
TIH-, - [, 661 $20
H12. -, 194 $7
H13. , 324 , $6
H14. ., 364 , $16
H15. - $5
H16.18,, , 446 $15
H17., 8

$3
Literature, Poetry, Novel, Fiction
LI. Anthology of Quotations on Armenians, 1967,
131 pp., card cov. Excellent cond. $10
L2. APELIAN, Albert S. The Antiochians, New
York, 1960, 312 pp., cloth bound. Excl. cond. $20
L3. Vostan (Paris), Tome I (1948-1949), No. 1, 296
pp., card covers, in excellent cond. $15
L4. ., 360 , $3
5.,-6- , 344 , $3

6., -, , 364 $16.,-(), 211 $10
8., . , 417

^ $6., , 161 $6
10.8,-, 290 , $5
11.- , 175 $2

12.8,-,, 40 $1
13.8,, ,
/*~ 1941, 24 ^ .-^ ,. $5.^.,. , 51 $2
1.8, - - ,
279 , $6
Archaeology, Architecture, Miniature
Painting, and Art Albums
Documents of Armenian Architecture 27x27
cm, text in Italian, English, Armenian, card cov.

Ml. Documents of Armenian Architecture,
27x27 cm, text in Italian, English, Armenian (vol. 23
includes French), card covers.

No. 1, Haghbat, 47 pp., 52 pis., 1968 $40
No. 9., Ererouk, 76 pp., 26 pis, 1977 $40
No. 12, Ant, 104 pp., 74 pis., 1984 $55
No. 13, Haghartzin, 57 pp., 26 pi, 1984 $40
No. 14 Amaghou-Noravank,64 p,28 pi. 1986 $40
No. 15, Kasakhi Vanker, 76 pp., 35 pis $40
No. 16, PtghnHArduch, 76 pp, 44 pis, 1986 $40
No. 17, Gandzasar, 70 pp., 42 pis, 1987 $40
No. 18, Sevan, 90 pp., 54 pis., 1987 $45
No. 19, Gharabagh 110 pp., 54 pi.,1988 $45
No. 20, Sorhul, 111 pp., 65 pis. 1989 $50
No. 23, Vagharshapat, 156 pp., 48 pis. 1998 $55
M2. DAA Nos. 1 to 23, COMPLETE SET $1000
M3. Case, houses 10 vols. (sold w/10 DAA books) $10
M4. DAA No. 8, Aghtamar, cloth bound ed. $75
M5. DAA Achtamar, German edition, 144 pp., 98
pis., 11 drawings $60
M6. The Consecreation of a Cathedral [St. Vartan],
Album. 1969 $25
M7. DARVISH (Andre Sevrougian), print, 40x60 cm,
in oolcr. a. Sayat Nova, Tamar; b. Wedding; c. Sayat
Nova playing musical inst.. ea. picture $25
M8. a, b, c, of above, three of them together $65
M9. ERNEST, Henri, U.R.S.S.; Bois ceramique
bijoux cuir, 27 loose plates in color, in folder, Paris,

28x37 cm. Excellent preser. $60
MIO. ERNEST, Henri, U.R.S.S.; Broderies; russes,

tartares, armdniennes, 40 loose plates in color, in

folder, Paris, 28x37 cm. Exc. prsrv $75
Mil. Etchrniadzin Album, 1981, 80 color pis $10
M12. GRIGORIAN, Artsvin. Sovremennaia arkhi-

tectura Armenii, 18 p, illus, cloth $6
M13. GRIGORIAN, G. Album, 46 pis., b/w. clr cl.$10
M14. RAND, H., Arshile Gorky; the Implications of
Symbols, 270 pp, 15 color pis, 147 black and white
illus., includes 12 p. chapter on artist's (Vosdanik
Manoog Adoian), 22x28 cm, card covers. Retail

$25, discounted to $12.50
M15. Weavers, Merchants and Kings; The Inscribed
Rugs ofArmenia, 211 pp., 68 pis. $25

Shipping extra. Please add $5 for US shipping and $1.5 for each
additional book. Foreign orders, add $5 to the US shipping costs.

All prices are in US dollars and SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE. MINIMUM ORDER $25. Prepayment is

required. California residents add 8.25% sales tax. Phone 562-
695-0380

e-mail ArmNumSoc@aol.com July 1, 2005
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Y. T. NERCESSIAN
Specialist in Armenian Coins and Books

8511 Beverly Park Place, Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1920, U.S.A.

ANA ANS ArmNS IBNS RNS
Fixed Price List 28 2005

COINS
Tigranes II (95-56 B.C.), copper coins

1. Heracles. Obv.; Bust of Tigranes draped r. wearing five-

pointed Armenian tiara. Rev.: Heracles. ACV 66, CAA
101, 5.8Og-190-l Ih, black patina, F+/VF

$125

2. -. Heracles, ACV 69, CAA lOlV, 4.31g-19mm0-l Ih,

VF+ $150

3. -. Nike, ACV 78, CAA 114, 4.89g-19mm0-12h, nice

dark patina, FA/^G $50

ROMAN COINS RELATING TO ARMENIA
4. Nero, hemidrachm (A.D. 54-68). Rev.: Victory std. 1.

Bed 21, RIC 38, 1.82g-14mm0-l Ih. Legend includes

[A]RME-N1AC. VFA^F+ $400

5. Marcus Aurelius, denarius (A.D. 161-180). Rev.:

Armenia std. 1. in mournful attitude. Bed 406V, RIC 80, AR
2.96g-17mm0 -6h. Legend includes ARMEN. VF+ $175

6. -. Denarius as before. Bed 406V. RIC 81, AR 3.38g-

18mm0 -6h. Legend includes ARMEN. VF+ $150

7. — . Denarius (A.D. 161-180). Rev.: Armenia std. 1. in

mournful attitude. Bed 405V, AR 3.61g-17mm06h.
Legend includes ARMEN. VF+ $500

8. Lucius Verus, As (A.D. 161-169). Rev.: Armenia std. 1.

in mournful attitude. Leg. includes ARMEN. Bed 270V,
RIC 1365, 1 1.3Og-26mm0-12h. VF/-EF $500

^ 2 ;

/To

CILICIAN ARMENIAN COINS
Levon I (1198-1219), silver coins

: Double tram. Cinquefoil in 1. field. ACV 269V, CCA
23, 5.58g-26mm0-8h, -VF $300

. -. ACV 270V,CCA 27, 5.49g-28mm0,-3h. VF... $250
Levon I, copper coins

11.

Tank. ACV 308, CCA 767, 5.97g-26mm0, F/VF $25

Hetoum I (1226-1270), silver coins

12. Hetoum-Zabel Tram. ACV 332, CCA 878a, 2.78g-
21mrri0-8h, VF $50
13. — . ACV 337, CCA 958, 2.93g-21mm0-7h, VF $55
14. “ACV 337V, CCA1082, 2.87g-21mm0-6h, VF+....$65

Levon II (1270-1289), copper coins

15.

Kardez. ACV 387V, CCA 1544, 3.34g-23mm0-5h,
dark green patina, F+/VG+ $25
15. ACV 387V, CCA 1544V, 3.79g-23mm-l h, -F/F $15
16. --. ACV387V,CCA1558V,4.36g-23m-12h,VG+/F+$15
17. ACV 389V, CCA 1562V, 4.16g-25mm-2h, F/F+$25
18. --. ACV 392V, CCA 1571V, 3.00g-22mm-8h, F/-F $15

Hetoum II (1289-1305), king std copper coins

19. Kardez. ACV 400V, CCA 1638V, 2.64g-21mm0-6h,

F/F+ $30

20. --. ACV 401V, CCA 1641V, 2.87g-20mm 0 -7h, F $20

21. --. ACV 400V, CCA 1647V, 2.77g-21mm 0 -8h, F $20

22. --. ACV 400V, CCA 1648V, 3.73g-20mm 0 -6h, F $20

23. Kardezzes. Four coins, ACV 400V-401V, CCA
1622V-48V, F/-F, F, -F/F,

F $50

24. Kardezzes. Three coins, ACV 400V-401V, CCA
1622V-48V, F/-F, -F/V, G+F/F+ $40

Smpad (1296-1298), copper coins

25. Pogh. ACV 4 1 2V,CCA 1 685, 1 .6
1
g- 1 8mm 0 -3h,F $25

26. --. ACV 412V, CCA 1691, 1.53g-20mm 0 - lOh, F+$50
27. --. ACV 4 1 3V, CCA 1 700, 1 .4

1
g- 1 9m 0 -9h, F+/-F $30

28. --. ACV 4 1 2V, CCA 1 7 1 5a, 1 .98g- 1 8mm0 - 1 1 h, F+$55

29. --. ACV 412V, CCA 1717, 2.O5g-19nmi0-9h, F+ $50

Levon IV (1320-1342), silver coins

30. Takvorin o/s in Arabic. ACV 456, 2.36g-2Oni0, F $25

31. -- o/s in Arabic. ACV 456,2.2 lg-2Omm0, F $25

32. -- o/s in Arabic. ACV 456,2.28g-21mm0, F $25

Levoh IV, copper coins

33. Pogh. YN LIV 24, 1.32g-17mm0?, VG+ $15

34.

--. YN L1V38, 1.15g-18mni0-5h, VG+ $15

35.

--. YN LIV45, 1.29g-15mm0-12h, VG+ $15

36.

--. YN LIV 54, 1.21g-17mm0-lOh, VG+ $15

37.

--. YN LIV 63V, 1 .55g-16mm0-5h, -F $20

38. Poghs. Five coins. Avg. grade VG to VG+ $60

39. Poghs. Three coins. Avg. grade VG to VG+ $40

Levon V (1374-1375), copper coin

40. Pogh. Similar to ACV 506V, pierced, VG $20

CRUSADER COINS—CYPRUS
41. Henry II (1310-24), billon denier. Obv.: Lion of
CypiTJS. Rev.: Cross. 0.46g-17mm-5h. Metcalf 727,

MPS.66c. Toned -VF $30
42. —. Billon denier. Obv.: Lion of Cyprus. Rev.: Cross.

0.55g-16mm-5h. Metcalf 727, MPS.66c. Toned F $20

Transcaucasian Bond (1882)

43. Transcaucasian Railway Company bond, 125 rubles,

3%, 1882. reverse text in German, English, and French.

Brown. Numerous stamps and seals. 28.5x28 cm. $20

USSR Lottery Tickets (1931-1986)

44. 50 kop., 1931, black, brown. EF $15
45. 1 ruble, 1931, black, green. EF $20
46. 1 ruble, 1932, red. VF+ $15
47. 3 rubles, 1932, green. AUNC $20
48. 1 ruble, 1934, black, blue. VF+ $15
49. 50 kop., 1980, blue, green, brown. VF+ $3

1



50. 50 kop., 1984, blue, green, brown. UNC $3

51. 50 kop., 1986, blue, green. UNC $3

52. 50 kop., 1986, blue, black. UNC $3

53. 50 kop., 1986, blue, gold. UNC $3

USSR BANK NOTES (values are also printed in

Armenian) and COMMEMORATIVE COINS relating

to ARMENIA
54. Fourteen (14) bank notes. Album prepared and

mounted in USSR 1937-1947. 1) 1 r. P213, 2) 3 r P214, 3)

5 r P215, 4) Ich P202, 5) 3 ch P203, 6) 5 ch P204, 7) 10 ch

P205, 8) 1 r P216, 9) 3 r P218, 10) 5 r P220, 1 1) 10 r P225,

12) 25 r P227, 13) 50 r P229, 14) lOOr P231. All of them

UNC $150

55. 50 k, 1924, P 186 UNC $40
56. 1 gold ruble, 1924, P 186, VF $55

57. 5 r, 1925, PI 90, VF $5

58. 5r, 1925,P190,AUNC $10
59. 2ch, 1928, P199, VF $35
60. 2 ch, 1928, PI 99, F $15
61. 1 gold ruble, 1928, P206, UNC $35

62. 1 gold ruble, 1928, P206, VF $25

63. 3ch, 1932,P201,UNC $40
64. 3ch, 1932, P201,EF $30
65. 3ch, 1932, P201, VF $15

66.3ch, 1932, P201,F $10
67. 1 ruble, 1934, P208, UNC $20
68. 1 ruble, 1934, P208,F $10
69. 3 rubles, 1 934, P2 1 0, UNC $20
70. 3 rubles, 1934, P210, F $10
71. 5 rubles, 1934, P212, UNC $20
72. 5 rubles, 1934, P212, VF+ $12
73. 5 rubles, 1934, P212, F $8

74. 1 ruble, 1938, P213, UNC $5

75. 3 rubles, 1938, P214, VG+ $1

76. 5 rubles, 1938, P215, UNC $10
77. 1 ruble, 1947, P215, UNC $5

78. 10 rubles, 1947, P225, UNC $25

79. 1 ruble, 1961, P222,EF $3

80. 3 rubles, 1961, P223, EF $6
81. 3 rubles, 1961, P223,F $2
82. 5 rubles, 1961, P224, VF+ $10
83. 10 rubles, 1961, P233, VF+ $20

84. Armenian earthquake coin, 3 rubles cupro-nickel,

prooflike, 1989, display case $15
85. - as before, UNC $5

86. Matenadaran, 5 r. cupro-nickel, proof, 1990.

a. With government mint display package $25
b. With mint plastic envelope (sealed) $22
87. Matenadaran coin as before, UNC, 1990 $10
88. 1000 yr Christianity in Russia,3 5-r. coins $50

REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
89. Anahit, 25000 dram, 900 k.,4.3g, AV. UNC $150
90. Apricot coin, 25 dram, AR proof Brit. Royal Mint $85

91. Sardarapat Battle, 25 dram, AR proof. $75
92. David of Sasun coin, 25 dr., AR proof $60
93. Garni coin, 25 dram, AR proof $60
94. Jakharak coin, 1000 dram, AR proof $75

95. Artsakh coin, 25 dram, AR proof $100
96. United Nations, 100 dram, AR proof B Royal Mint$85
97. 32nd Chess Olymp., 100 dram, AR proof. $50
98. 32nd Chess Olymp., 100 dram, AR prf B Roy.Mint$85
99. Bagramian, Marshal. 100 dram, AR proof $100
100. National Assembly, 500 dram, AR prf 5oz $225
101. Artaxiad Dynasty, 500 dram, AR prf 5oz $195
102. Arsacid Dynasty, 500 dram, AR prf 5 oz $195
103. Cilcian Armenia, 500 dram, AR prf 5 oz $195
104. Bagratid Dynasty, 500 dram, AR prf 5 oz $195

Cupronickel coins (1996-1997)

105. 32nd Chess Olympiad, 100 dram. Proof $15

106. 32nd Chess Olympiad, 100 dram. UNC $5

107. Charents, 100 dram, UNC $5

Aluminum coin set (1994)

108. 10 , 20, or 50 luma, UNC, each piece $2
109. 1, 3, 5, or 10 dram, UNC, each piece $2

Bank notes (1993-4)

110. 10 , 25, or 50 dram, UNC each bank note $2

111. 100 dram, Ser., or- UNC $4

112. 200 dram, Ser. blk- UNC $6

113. 500 dram, Ser. RR or a.R. UNC $15

114. 1000 dram, Ser.. UNC $20

115. 5000 dram, Ser.. UNC $40

Bonds (1993)

116. 500 r., obligation bond (1993) UNC $20
117. 1000 r., obligation bond (1993) UNC $25

Medal (951-1003) anniversary commemoration
118. Krikor Narekatsi medal, AR proof 5 oz $135

119. Armenian ornamental brass work, door knob. 38x42

mm, spiral broken, nice patina $80

Medals and Key Chains

XNl. Bedoukian, AR medal proof 1 oz. (ArmNS) $42

XN2. Nercessian, AR medal proof 1 oz. (ArmNS) $45

XN3. 75th anniversary of Armenian Church in USA, ^$40
XN4. Armenia-Los Angeles, Garni JE $8

XN5. Armenia-Los Angeles, Etchmiadzin Ai $8

XN6. Armenia-Los Angeles, Zvartnots jE $8

XN7. Armenia-LA, Yerevan's Arm. Memrl Monnmt .Ai $8

XN8. Armenia-Los Angeles David of Sassoun jE $8

XN9. Armenia-Los Angeles Government House $8

XNIO. Set of 6 Armenia-Los Angeles medals /E $40

XN 1 1 . Fresno Numismtc Society/David of Sassoon iE $ 1

5

XN12. Levon V of Cilician Armenia. /E $40

XN13. Key chain, Tigranes II coin replica $5

Shipping extra. Please add $5 for US shipping and $1.5 for each

additional item. Foreign orders, for registration add $8 to the US
cost of shipping. All prices are in US dollars and SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MINIMUM ORDER $25.

Upon request, our Fixed Price List 27 on books (including

numismatics) Prepayment is required. California residents please

add 8.25% sales tax. Phone 562-695-0380.

e-mail ArmNumSoc@.aol.com July 1, 2005
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ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC JOURNAL
Series II Vol. 1 (31). No. 4 December 2005

ANNOUNCEMENT

Those of you who would like to donate auction catalogues to

THE State History Museum of Armenia please pack and send

them to the Armenian Numismatic Society. The Society will un

OERTAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF SHIPPING THEM TO ARMENIA.

LETTERS AND E-MAILS TO THE EDITOR

...Thank you very much for your answer on Bedoukian (1978 CAA), No. 128. I disagree

with both Dr. Bedoukian and Mr. Vardanyan completely. “AAO KAICAP” for Lucius Verus is

absolutely impossible. Lucius Verus was never only KAICAP: he was from A.D. 161-169 Au-

gustus = lEBAETOE and without head? I read clearly on the reverse of the coll. exemplar:

OIAOKAICAP (The letter “A” under the mountains could be the regnal year 1.) (See Plate 8)

My historical and numismatic result is: two heads (with a prominent lady) we have still only

Tigranes IV + Erato and Tigranes V + Erato. Tigranes IV was pro-parthic (
=

OIAOKAICAP = impossible). Only Tigranes V with Erato (sister) A. D. 6 is possible for

OIAOKAICAP! The style of the double portrait is near the contemporary of Tigranes IV + Erato

(vide Bedoukian!). In the time of Augustus: OIAOKAICAP (and little later) we find on the coins

of the Roman clientele kings of Judea (like Herodes)! Tigranes V was given the throne by the

Romans: KAICAP means Augustus with name (or Tiberius Caesar, if he was A.D. 6. In Asia

Minor?) The obverse legend has the basis in direction to the edge: I read: TITPANHC.
A A Only the geographic question is not clear to me. Mt. Argaeus with the two high

(Erdochios + Kaja Tepe) in Kappadoki was only in the time of Tigranes II

under Armenian rule, later strictly Roman. But under Tigranes II a “KAICAP” there

didn’t exist. It must be Mt. Ararat. The regnal year = A.D. 6. . . W.Etterich

Recently I became aware of a hoard of 16 coins that was discovered in Pakistan. 12 were

Mamluk and 4 were Armenian (1 takvorin of Gosdantin III, 2 surcharge takvorins, 1 takvorin of

Levon rV). I was discussing this with Levon Saryan, and he suggested that I ask you whether or

not I could do a paper on this in the Armenian Numismatic Journal, even though I am not a

member. Levon Vrtanesyan

Editor’s Comment: See the article starting on page 75 of this issue.

ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC JOURNAL is the quarterly publication of Armenian Numismatic Soci-

ety, an educational, non-profit organization. Editor, Y. T. Nercessian, 8511 Beverly Park Place,

Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1920, USA (e-mail: ArmNumSoc@aol.com). Associate Editors, W. Ge-
wenian and T. Nercessian, Corresponding Editors, L. A. Saryan. Non-member subscriptions US
$50.00 per year. ISSN 0884-0180—LCCN 85-649443
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Donations and Letters

DONATIONS (General Fund)
(Period ending 30 September 2005)

Bedrosian, A. P $100
Name withheld $15
Schott, D. F $15

Panossian, M $35
Rockwell, Th. P $65
Setian, Ch $65

DONA
(Nercessian

TIONS
Medal Fund)

Aris, H $5.5

Barsoumian, A. V $40
Eskijian, L $5.5

Garabedian, M.-L. E $150

Haig, P $100
Mkrtchian, H $30
Nercessian, A $3000
Nercessian, T $3000

DONATIONS
{Silver Coinage ofthe Artaxiad Dynasty ofArmenia, Publication Fund)

Aghababian, Richard $100 Kagan, Jonathan .. $100
Aris, Hrayr $100 Karadian, Stefan . $100
Baghdassarian, Garbis $100 Killmdgyan, Sarkis $100
Bedrosian, J. D., A. P $100 Mahakian, Carl K . $100
Chitjian, Sara $200 Manuelian, Lucy D . $025
Christianian, Jirair $100 Mkrtchian, Hacob $100
Derderian, George $025 Mubayajyan, Valeri $025
Didizian, Hagop H $500 Nercissiantz, Armen $300
Economopoulos, Nicholas T $100 Palian, Leon

. $100
Eskijian, Luther $100 Ronus Robert

. $200
Garabedian, Margo-Lena $200 Saryan, Levon A . $100
Gewenian, Wartan $100 Sear, David R . $100
Hajinian, Chuck $125 Setian, Charles ..$100
Haig, Pierre V $100 Setian, Harry .. $025
Hendin, David $100 Simonian, Stepan S .. $100
Hoogasian, Harold M $100 Tcheurekdjian, Noubar ...$100

Ishkanian, Haqop $100 Warden Numismatics, LLC ...$025

LETTERS AND E=MAILS TO THE EDITOR
I read the article "Tigranes Gold Coins Discovered in Europe" with interest. I support your hesitation on

these coins, based on the fact that we have not had the opportunity to examine them personally. Neverthe-
less, I think that some additional factors need to be considered in the evaluation:

(1) The nearly simultaneous appearance in the market of two examples of identical design, not heretofore

known, gives ample reason for suspicion.

(2) The one-gram weight difference between the two reported examples does not add to our confidence.

The weight of ancient gold coins was generally carefully controlled.

(3) The fact that neither coin has a verifiable provenance is another strike against them, as is the fact that

the owner (of at least one of them) is seeking an exorbitant sum for his coin.

(4) Since these two pieces do not closely resemble any known coins of Tigranes, they must be considered
fantasies rather than counterfeits. Counterfeits are an attempt to reproduce coins that actually exist, whereas
these seek to create a gold coinage for Tigranes where none has been verified heretofore.

I consider it extremely unlikely that either of these coins are genuine products from the period of Ti-

granes the Great. . a. Saryan

Editor’s Note: The late Paul Bedoukian included two copies of this type gold pieces in his paper, “Gold
Forgeries of Tigranes the Great of Armenia,” SNS I, pp. 72-76, reprinted from ANSMN XI (1964), pp,
303-306, pi. XLIX, Nos. 2 and 3. Our desire was to see the ArmNJ readers approach this subject with an
open mind without prejudice. YTN

74 Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vo\. 1 (2005 )



A SMALL HOARD OF ARMENIAN AND
MAMLUK COINS FOUND IN PAKISTAN

Plate 8 ' Levon VRTANESYAN

Historical Background
Though the period of the Cilician Armenian kingdom represents a renewal of Armenian inde-

pendence, it is a time filled with almost endless bloodshed. From the struggles of prince Roupen,
to the surrender of king Levon V at Sis in the face of Mamluk hordes, almost all rulers of Cilician

Armenia faced war and civil strife. Though the kingdom survived until 1375, evidence of decline
was already present during the reign of Levon II (1270-1289), when the country was devastated
by Mamluk invasions, which concluded by a humiliating peace treaty in which Levon was forced
to pay a heavy annual tribute. Starting with the reign of Levon IV and onwards the situation

worsened considerably, culminating in the fall of Sis 33 years after his reign ended.

Levon IV (1320-1342) was the only son of King Oshin; he was to be the last king in the line

of Hetoum-Roupens. Ten at the time he succeeded his father, he was king under the regency of
Oshin, the Lord of Gorigos. It is noteworthy that the Mamluks captured the extremely profitable
port of Ayas several times during the reign of Levon IV. However, they not only allowed the Ar-
menians to rebuild the port, but also helped them. The plan behind this was to collect enormous
revenues from the extremely profitable port during a time of a large silver shortage in the Near
East, when Armenians still used silver as their main currency.' Levon, who wanted to establish
stronger ties with the West, married the daughter of Frederick II. This angered the Mamluk sul-
tan, who incited the Emir of Aleppo to attack Armenia. In the humiliating peace treaty that fol-
lowed, the AnTienians were forced to give up all lands east of the Jihoun River, including the
main port of Ayas, and continued to pay tribute. The loss of the port, which had provided much of
the revenues for the royal treasury, was the beginning of the end for the kingdom. In order to ob-
tain assistance from the West, Levon raised the question of union between the Catholic and Ar-
menian Churches. The Armenians considered this unacceptable, and Levon IV was assassinated
on August 28, 1342.^

When Levon IV was assassinated, the royal line came to an end, and the closest relative, Guy
Lusignan, (1342-1344) or Gosdantin II came to the throne. During his reign Guy did not pay trib-
ute and kept his temtorial possessions intact. However, he also raised the question of uniting the
two churches, and was assassinated.

After the death of Guy, the oldest son Baldwin of Neghir succeeded to the throne as Gosdan-
bn III (1344-1363). In 1347 Ayas was temporarily recaptured; however, that was the only success
Gosdantin enjoyed in his reign. Fie continued to suffer enormous reverses; Ayas was lost again,
the fort of Baberon fell, and the Black Death came through Armenia. The worst came in 1360,’
when Adana and Tarsus were captured, and all coastal territories were lost.

At various times in the kingdoms existence, the Armenian kings paid tribute to their Mamluk
loes. In his study on Armenian coins overstruck by the Mamluks, Bedoukian concluded that coins

M7 Lazarc, Venice 1969) uu 138-147. Note that material from references has been used freely throughout the paper.
’

pp. I6-*I

7^
Bedoukian, Coinage of Cilician Armenia [hereafter CCA] (revised edition, Danbury, Connecticut, 1979),

Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vo\. 1 (2005)
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. Vrtanesyan

of earlier kings that had come into the hands of the Mamluks through tribute or captured during

various invasions were melted and restruck as regular Mamluk coinage. Furthermore, takvorins of

Levon III, Oshin, and Levon IV bearing Arabic were part of tribute by Levon IV and those of the

two previous kings were simply leftovers in the treasury. Although the successor to Levon IV did

not pay tribute, a single surcharge takvorin from Guy (1342-1344) was reported by Nercessian.

This was probably part of the tribute given by Gosdantin III (1344-1363), as numerous specimens

from this king are found with overstrikes. The existence of a single overstruck takvorin of Levon
the Usurper (1363-1365) suggests that perhaps takvorins of other kings with overstrike may be
found at a later date. The payment of tribute, which spanned over a period of over 40 years, cov-

ers host coins of five Armenian kings, and overstrikes in names of three Egyptian sultans.

The coins of Levon IV included debased silver and copper. His silver coins include eques-

trian/lion design takvorins^ and rare halftrams.** His copper coinage includes poghs^ and heavy
poghs^ with an enthroned king/cross design. Generally, his coins are uniform in design and in-

scriptions with minor variations such as field marks.

^

The coins of Gosdantin III include poor quality and content silver and copper. His silver

coins are equestrian/lion design takvorins.* His coppers are poghs^ with enthroned king/cross de-

sign. They include coins with mint names of both Sis and Tarsus. Metrological studies, inscrip-

tions and field marks differentiate coins of this king from those of Gosdantin IV.

Comments on the Hoard
The hoard described here was discovered sometime during 1997 in the Swat district of the

Malakand division, in the North-West Frontier province of Pakistan, reportedly near the town of
Saidu-Sharif. The hoard, numbering 16 coins (four Armenian and 12 Mamluk), was discovered

along with the remains of a leather parcel or pouch while working in a field (the pouch was not

preserved). Eventually the coins found their way into the hands of a certain Mr. Rabbani, an Af-
ghan immigrant who owned a shop in the city of Peshawar. He then sold the hoard to the current

owner, Mr. Haroon Tareen, a Pakistani numismatist and Secretary of the Pakistan Numismatic
Society, who generously allowed a paper on his hoard to be published and provided assistance

and information.

It is not known whether this hoard has been tampered with. It is possible that specimens were
taken out or added. However, Mr. Tareen suggested that the hoard was not likely to have been
tampered with.

Because 75% of the coins were Egyptian, and two of the Armenian specimens had Egyptian

surcharge, it can be concluded that this hoard represents a sample of coins in circulation in Egypt
during the 14"’ century, before they reached their burial spot on the long journey along the Silk

Road. The Arabic surcharge on two of the takvorin specimens from the hoard indicate that some
of the coins had entered Egypt as part of Armenian tribute, and it is possible that the two un-

scathed takvorins entered Egypt through international trade. It further reinforces Bedoukian’s
conclusion that unscathed takvorins, surcharge takvorins, and regular Mamluk dirhems circulated

without discrimination in the Levant.

^ P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA pp. 368-374, Nos. 1948-1995.
“ Y.T. Nercessian, Armenian Coins and Their Values (Los Angeles, 1995), p. 159, No. 455.
^ P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA pp. 374-375, Nos. 1996- 1998a.
* P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA pp. 375-380, Nos. 1999-2026.
’ P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA p. 94.
* P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA pp. 382-393, Nos. 2041-21 19.

’ P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA pp. 393-395, Nos. 2120-2128.

P.Z. Bedoukian, CCA pp. 95-96.
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Few coin hoards are discovered from this period, and this hoard is only the second of its kind

discovered in the area. This is an interesting and important find as it shows Armenian coins

formed some part of the currency of Egypt, and were used far and wide in many countries. The
other hoard is referred to as the “Broach Hoard,” was discovered near Bombay (c. 1882) and pub-

lished by Codrington in 1883. It was supposedly found in a brass lota, and contained the follow-

ing:

448 entire and some pieces of gold coins.

4 small gold ingots.

1200 silver coins and pieces.

The hoard included coins from Genoa, Venice, Mamluk Egypt, Cilician Armenia, Persia, and
Delhi, with the majority being Mamluk. The dates of coins ranged from A.D. 1260-1380, some
120 years. From his report, it appears the hoard contained the following Armenian coins:

3 takvorins of Levon IV.

2 takvorins of Gosdantin III.

4 takvorins listed similar to the Levon FV takvorins (these were listed separately).

8 takvorins bearing Arabic surcharge in the name of Nasir Al-din Muhammad.

Though Codrington made many errors interpreting the inscriptions of the Armenian coins (he

claimed to have read the inscription “Town of Kars” on the reverse of one takvorin), and misat-

tributed others (the takvorins of Gosdantin III were attributed to Gosdantin I), he correctly attrib-

uted a surcharge takvorin with the Armenian coin being the host, and the Arabic, overstrike from
the Mamluks.'' Though the Broach hoard was larger and much more diverse, the Armenian and
Mamluk coins found within show a relationship similar to the currently described hoard.

Cataloguing the Hoard
The new hoard contains Cilician Armenian takvorins, Mamluk Egyptian dirhems, and

Cilician Armenian takvorins bearing Arabic surcharge. Therefore, each of these three types are

treated differently.

The Cilician Armenian takvorins show heavy wear and some missing letters. They are de-
scribed according to the method in Coinage of Cilician Armenia, with inscriptions and field

marks. In places of uncertain letters a “(?)” will be added (i.e. (?) ). The
Armenian coins are catalogued by Bedoukian CCA numbers, using a “v” to indicate that the CCA
number ascribed was the closest match to the coin, and a “?” that the coin is only assumed to be
that number.

The Mamluk dirhems are described only in brief. They are identified according to S. Album’s
Checklist, and the inscriptions are included.

Finally, the surcharge takvorins are treated slightly differently. Each surcharge Takvorin(s) is

considered two distinct coins. First, all surviving detail on the Armenian host is listed, then the
overstrike. Again, Album’s Checklist is used.

Vnl YV Tr u
of Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society,

Vol. XV (1881-1882, published in 1883), pp. 367-370.
’

12
S. Album, A Checklist ofPopular Islamic Coins (Santa Rosa, CA, 1993).
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TABLE I. CATALOGUE OF HOAI^D

(Armenian coins)

1. Cilician Armenia, Levon IV (1320-1342), AR Takvorin.

Obv:+8 06v. Field mark /(?).
Rev.: + (?)(?)
Wt. 2.2 g ,

Bed No. CCA 1968(?)

2. Cilician Armenia, Gosdantin III (1344-1363), AR Takvorin.

Obv.: -r Obv. Field mark Circle in the field.

Rev.: . + (?) (7)
Wt. 2.1 g. Bed No. CCA 2065(v)

(Mamluk coins)

3. Mamluk Egypt, Saifuddin Qutuz (AH 657-658, 1259-1260), AR.
Wt. 3.6 g. Album No. 877

4. Mamluk Egypt, Saifuddin Qala’un (AH 678-689, 1279-1290), AR.
Date 684 AH
Wt. 2.5 g. Album No. 894

5. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Muhammad (Ali 709-741, 1310-1341), AR.
Wt. 2.7 g. Album No. 920

6. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Hassan (AH 748-752 and 755-762, 1347-1351 and 1354-1361),

AR., Wt. 3.4 g. Album No. 945

7. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Hassan (AH 748-752 and 755-762, 1347-1351 and 1354-1361),

AR., Wt. 2.5 g. Album No. 945

8. Mamluk Egypt, Nasimddin Sha’ban II (AH 764-778, 1363-1377), AR.
Wt. 2.7 g. Album No. 956

9. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Sha’ban II (AH 764-778, 1363-1377), AR.
Wt. 2.3 g. Album No. 956

10. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Sha’ban II (AH 764-778, 1363-1377), AR.
Wt. 2.1 g. Album No. 956

11. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Sha’ban II (API 764-778, 1363-1377), AR.
Wt. 2.5 g. Album No. 956

12. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Ali II (AH 778-783, 1377-1382), AR.
Wt. 2.5 g. Album No. 965

13. Mamluk Egypt, Nasiruddin Ali 11 (AH 778-783, 1377-1382), AR.
Wt. 2.5 g. Album No. 962

14. Mamluk Egypt, Saifuddin Abu Saeed Barquq (AH 784-791, 1382-1389), AR.
Wt. 1 g. Album No. 973

(Surcharge takvorins)*

15. A takvorin of Cilician Armenia overstruck by Nasiruddin Muhammad.
Wt. 2.4 g. Album No. 922

Host: Obv.‘ ...7 Rev. “......”
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16. A takvorin of Cilician Armenia overstruck by Nasiruddin Muhammad.
Wt. 2.7 g, Album No. 922

Host: Obv. “.
... . .7 Rev. “.

.

.”

* The overstrikes both had the following inscription:

Reverse (name side) (The mint and date appeared on this side)

A1 Sultan A1 Malik A1 Nasser

Nasser AlDuniya Wa Ad’Din Muhammad
Bin A1 Malik AlMansur

Qalaun

^y^\

UJ^

The Sultan The King The Helper

Helper of the World and the Faith Muhammad
Son of The king The conqueror

Qalaun

Obverse (Kalima side)

La Ilaha Ila Allah

Muhammad Rasulullah

Ai'salahu B’alhuda £ 1 .*1^1.^1

There is no God but Allah

Muhammad is Messenger of Allah

Whom He (Allah) sent with guidance

.[]
-, . 16 ,

12 ) , :, .
75 . , 25 :-

,«.'» -:, ,:
, .'«» , 1883/, Q': «-» ,

: ^
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1925, Vol. Ill, pp. 37-45 , ,, 1984 --, 374-380, 810-822.
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V. Langlois, Numismatique de I'Armeme an moyen dge, Paris, 1855, pp. 28-29.
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.

. N. Antonian, Numismatische Zeilschrift, Vol. XV (1883), pp. 216-221.
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P. Z. Bedoukian, “A Rare Armenian Coin,” ANS Museum Notes, Vol V, 1952, pp. 181-184, pi. XXIV, 5-6.
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David M. Lang, “Supplementary Notes on Kiurke II King of Lori in Armenia and His Coins,” ANS

Museum Notes, Vo\. VI, 1954, pp. 183-191, pi. 3-6

Philip Grierson, “Kiurke I or Kiurke II of Lori-Armenia? A Note on Attributions,” ANS Museum
Notes^^Vol. X, 1962, pp. 107-112.

, -^
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COINS OF KING KIURKE
[Summary]

In 1838, the famous Armenologist A. Khudabashev donated six pieces of Armenian
coins to the Asiatic Museum in St. Petersburg. One of the coins belonged to Kiurke
Curapalatus. M. Brosset published it for the first time in 1839. Since then V. Langlois, S.

Antonian, C. Sibilian/K. Kalemkiarian, Gh. Movsesian, E. Pakhomov, L. M. Melikset-
Bek, K. Basmadjian, P. Bedoukian, M. Lang, Ph. Grierson, Dobrovolsky, S. Stepanen-
ko, Y. Nercessian, and H. Sarkissian have studied this coin and re-published it

Based on our personal study and numismatic literature, 20 coins of Kiurke II (1048-

1089) are extant: 2 silver and 18 copper pieces.

Twelve pieces are preserved in the following institutions: St. Petersburg Hermitage
Museum 2 coppers (Nos. 1, 4), Vienna Mekhitarist Museum 1 copper (No. 2), New York
American Numismatic Society Museum 1 copper (No. 3), Moscow History Museum 1

copper (No. 5), Boston Armenian Library and Museum of America (Ex-Bedoukian) 1

copper (No. 6), Erevan History Museum of Armenia 5 coppers (Nos. 7, 9-12) and 1 silver

(No. 8).

During the past few years 3 pieces have been sold in the following auctions: CNG 36
(1995), 706, Ex-Guevrekian coll. (ACV 514) 1 copper (No. 13); Sotheby’s (1997), 471, Slocum
coll. 1 copper (No. 14); CNG 61 (2002), 2379, Panossian coll. 1 copper (No. 15).

Also, there are 5 pieces, recorded in Pakhomov’s work without metrological data and
their whereabouts remain unknown. Alexandropol near Ka-ntsi 1 copper (No. 16),

Akhalkalak near a silversmith 1 copper (No. 17), Tiflis near Ter-Oganesov (one of his
coins was donated to the Hermitage) 1 copper (No. 18), Tiflis in the collection of A.
Gagarin 1 copper (No. 19), Etchmiadzin Museum example belonging to the Lalayan coll.

1 silver (No. 20).

Margo-Lena GARABEDIAN
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ARMENIAN NUMISMATIC LITERATURE

23 BORGMANN, Fred. World Coin Roundup, 05-18. World Coin News, Vol. 32 (June 2005),

No. 6, p. 73, illus.

The following regular and commemorative coins of Republic of Armenia are listed: 10 dram, aluminum
coin; 100 dram 110th anniversary of state banking, silver; 110 dram, world cup soccer games-Germany, sil-

ver; 200 dram, Pushkin portrait, silver; 500 dram, tenth anniversary of independence, silver; 100 dram,
ancient coin design of Tigranes the Great, gold; 5000 dram, Tigran Petrosian portrait, silver; 5000 dram, first

pan Armenian games logo, silver; 5000 dram, large tree, silver; 10,000 dram, Armenian alphabet, gold,

10,000 dram, Aram Khachatrian, gold; 50,000 dram. Ancient Armenian king Tigranes, gold; 100000 dram,
Noah’s descent from Mt. Ararat, silver; the last coin, eagle and sun rays / bell towers, silver. YTN- 10,. 100, 110 ,. 100.
100, -,. 200,,.
600, 10^,^,. 1000,,. 5000, ,. 5000,,. 6000, ,. 10,000,,. 10,000, ,. 60,000 UJtff '^> 100000,, , / -
24 ESKIJIAN, Luther. A Legacy from One of Our Contemporary Research Authorities on
Armenian Numismatics, by Luther Eskijian. Celator, Vol. 19 (February 2005), No. 2, p. 32.

Eskijian praises the dedicated work of Y. T. Nercessian and introduces the medal issued in his honor
YTN

. .

HYE KIANK. Armenia Scores Highest Among CIS on Economic Freedom Index. Hye
Kiank, Vol. XX (28 January - 3 February 2005), No. 931, illus.

Economic progress of Armenia is discussed and 50, 100, 1000, 5000, and 20000 dram bank notes are illus-

tratcd. YTN' 50, 100, 1000, 5000
20000

26 KUNKER, Fritz Rudolf. Aiiktion 97. Osnabruck, Germany: Fritz Rudolf Kunker, 7-8 March
2005, p. 238,No. 2127, illus. In German.

Levon II (I), 1187-1199-1219, gold half tahekan with two lions is listed for sale at auction. Nercessian’s

paper on the authenticty of Armenian gold coins is referenced. Weight, 2.21 gams, suggested price 5,000
euros (sold for 8,250 euros). YTN

fi- (—), 1187-1199-1219, -
2.21, 5,000 { 8,250)
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Levon Vrtanesyan. A Small Hoard of Armenian and Mamluk Coins Found in Pakistan

Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vol. 1 (2005) Plate 8



--,
M.-L. Garabedian, Coins of King IGurke

Plate 9 Armenian Numismatic Journal, Vol. 1 (2005)



Letters

LETTERS AND E-MAILS TO THE EDITOR
Vardanyan’s response to Etterich’s letter about “Jugate Heads”/“Mt. Argaeus” or “Mt. Ararat”

Mr. Y. Nercessian

Arinenimi Numismatic Society

851 1 Beverly Park Place

Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1920

Phone; 562-695-0380

18| 2005

<|[ . bhpuhuiuAi

hd 51 2005-ji Ifiuujiuli([||1|» ». mmh , \x\,A11:,[| , ,. (1,( ithg |, .
lumiphpmp (PIAOKAICAP: 1|^, ^:<,.|1 |\|'- iiuuiujii :|, 161
169 . IMl^ERATOR=AYTO KPA1\ CAESAR=KAIXA P
AVGVS1VS=IEBA11’021|1[,\|19\.| |, ZEBAZTOZ-p : 1,,| \, AYTOKPATQPlP D. Sear, Greek Impeiial Coins, 1982,
no. 1878: 163/4 p. |9 .

|.
1»., OYHl’OC KAICAP.:'^:\ . rip

, 1 :.|, 1.,, , , .),' ,, ,: ;,1,
,, Ipujuhp , <\

, ' ,,. .,3 . 39 ., : 1|. (37-41
(ap.) FAIQ/KAIZA/rEPMA/NIIffi' ^(
acPacTT05-|r. Sear, no. 5553 no. 5555 - EAI/QKA/ICA): Scar no. 5571- (.
43/4 p.),\, ' | '
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Letters

BAZIAEY2 HPQAIIC IAOI<AAYAIOC^, 1'1' >\up<\hphu[»\i,1([ , |^|(1|1|||'1\ |»<»'
KAAYAI/Q KAEA/l’I ZEBAE/TQ: 8' Sear. 5610, 5619, 5622, 5623, 5625-27,|.(»| | A\[ \ 4| » >

J. P'H'M'
(an^unil^itullihunul ;\ u|iuml|hpi[nLil ]| 1[1|1|\(1:

luuiluip ^, OIAOKAIZAP11 |ah <|, | , '| -
(1». 37-44 p(a.) .|- (il^a. 48-95 |ap.)11| |»:

, up 1 , \ |1 p cpn|aut
uuiplnp1 uip4_miijv,1 ' TH PANI1C:{' 251), puipj opulp [pui

^^pgn:, up op| tpnna £, (\' :
1||-, 1\\ :\ - |» (Bed. 166), - (Bed.

167) : ,1|1,| \ ,;|: - 1 ;
, ' .ja . 6ja.,, ^a

| )»(

:

. .|, , 131|( , 8, jali

IAOKA;AP 1»: , ,, ,, ^,:
»\', \ >|\ \, 1, -1 : ||[

. : :
|»(» 11:
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